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Complex networks have recently attracted a significant amount of research atten-
tion due to their ability to model real world phenomena. One important problem often
encountered is to limit diffusive processes spread over the network, for example mit-
igating pandemic disease or computer virus spread. A number of problem formula-
tions have been proposed that aim to solve such problems based on desired network
characteristics, such as maintaining the largest network component after node removal.
The recently formulated critical node detection problem aims to remove a small sub-
set of vertices from the network such that the residual network has minimum pairwise
connectivity. Unfortunately, the problem is N P-hard and also has O (|V |3) constraints,
making very large scale problems impossible to solve with traditional mathematical pro-
gramming techniques. Even many approximation algorithm strategies such as dynamic
programming, evolutionary algorithms, etc. all are unusable for networks that contain
thousands to millions of vertices. A computationally efficient and simple approach is re-
quired in such circumstances, but none currently exist. In this thesis, such an algorithm
is proposed. The methodology is based on a depth-first search traversal of the network,
and a specially designed ranking function that considers information local to each ver-
tex. Due to the variety of network structures, a number of characteristics must be taken
into consideration and combined into a single rank that measures the utility of removing
each vertex. Since removing a vertex in sequential fashion impacts the network struc-
ture, an efficient post-processing algorithm is also proposed to quickly re-rank vertices.
Experiments on a range of common complex network models with varying number of
vertices are considered, in addition to real world networks. The proposed algorithm,
DFSH, is shown to be highly competitive and often outperforms existing strategies such
as Google PageRank for minimizing pairwise connectivity.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The main objective of this thesis is to develop efficient heuristics for the critical node
detection problem (CNDP) with specific application to very large networks. A complex
network is a graph where the connections between nodes have an inherent real-world
meaning. Examples of natural or artificial systems that can be represented as complex
networks include metabolic networks [44], the World Wide Web [8], and social networks
[62, 75]). In many cases real-world networks are often large [59] (i.e., with thousands to
millions of nodes), and thus their large size needs to be taken into consideration.
Removing nodes randomly from a graph and studying effects of such removals on
connectivity of graph has been studied extensively for regular graphs [16]. However,
many critical node detection problems have been defined in the literature in order to
find some nodes of the input graph such that their removal lead to a desired objective
[2, 23, 24, 46, 58, 69, 77]. Finding critical nodes of real networks has attracted much at-
tention in recent years due to their crucial application in the real world. Some of the
important applications of finding critical nodes are to prevent the spread of an infection
in society, a computer virus in the Internet, or a rumour in a social network. The critical-
ity of nodes must be defined in order to find the nodes of a network that their removal
result in minimizing the spread of an infection for those applications. Researchers have
studied the effect of removing critical nodes using different strategies on various real
networks [2, 23, 24, 46, 58, 69, 77]. Different criteria were used to find the most critical
nodes of the input network for different objectives (e.g., size of the largest component
[69], average shortest path value [23, 24], and the diameter [2]).
Although variants of the critical node detection problem have been studied before,
this thesis focuses on a recently proposed CNDP [4]. Borgatti [17] proposed a new def-
inition of critical node based on pairwise connectivity after removing a certain number
of nodes from a network. This problem was later formally defined by Aruleslvan et al.
[4] and it was called the critical node detection problem (CNDP). The CNDP aims to find
a subset L ⊆ V of critical nodes where |L| ≤ k (the number k is given by user) to be re-
moved from a given graph. The aim is to find the k critical nodes whose removal results
1
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in minimum pairwise connectivity.
The CNDP has many applications in the real world. The applications involve situa-
tions where the aim is to either protect the connectivity of nodes in a network by securing
the most critical nodes or attacking the most critical nodes in order to have minimum
connections between all pairs of nodes in the network. Some important applications of
the CNDP are presented below.
In a supply chain network, the connections between pairs of nodes is minimized af-
ter removing the most critical nodes from the network. For example, a military supply
chain network [80] contains battalions and support battalions as nodes and the connec-
tions between them as links. By attacking the most critical nodes in this network, the
connectivity between supply and demand nodes will be minimized. Therefore, the solu-
tion of the CNDP is important in military tactical attacks during wars.
By using the gathered intelligence from a covert network, the terrorist network can be
represented as a graph where terrorists are depicted as nodes and the social interactions
between them represent links. We can minimize the communications between terrorists
by attacking the most critical individuals in the networks [4].
People and contacts between them in a real society are represented as nodes and
links of a graph in order to study the effect of epidemics in real social network [57, 68].
In order to prevent the spread of infectious diseases in real social networks, different
strategies were presented for targeted vaccinations since random mass vaccinations are
expensive [57, 68]. However, the optimal vaccination strategy is to find the critical nodes
and vaccinate them to minimize the pairwise connectivity between people in a society
[4], assuming that higher pairwise connectivity cause faster outbreak.
Telecommunication networks such as the Internet, telephone networks, and com-
puter networks can be represented as graphs, where each node is a terminal and links
show the communications between terminals. In telecommunication networks like the
Internet, the information spreads between all nodes that there is a path between them
(they are pairwise connected). Therefore, the CNDP is important for these networks
to find the critical nodes that their removal result in maximum communication break-
downs [4]. Furthermore, in order to prevent the spread of viruses over telecommunica-
tion networks, more protection must be provided for the critical nodes [5].
As stated above, the CNDP has many applications in the real world. Since the CNDP
is a N P-complete problem [4], heuristics are necessary in order to approximate the prob-
lem within practical time. Different heuristics have been proposed for the CNDP such
as simulated annealing [72], population based incremental learning [72], genetic algo-
rithm [14], and a combinatorial heuristic with local search [4]. In all previous works on
the CNDP, the heuristics were evaluated on small networks (of size at most 5000) even
though most real-world complex networks are often large (with hundreds of thousands
to millions of nodes) [59]. Hence, the main motivations for this thesis are as follows:
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• As indicated above, there are many applications where finding critical nodes in a
real-world network is crucial.
• The CNDP is an N P-complete problem and efficient heuristics need to be de-
signed to find good solutions within reasonable time.
• The previously designed heuristics did not focus on approximately solving the
CNDP for large networks (i.e., with hundreds thousands to millions of nodes),
where the size of many real-world networks is in this range [59].
1.1 Goals
Since many applications of the CNDP are in large complex networks, there is a need
to have an approximate solution to the problem feasible in real large networks (e.g., a
phone call network with 53 million nodes [1]). The main goal of this thesis is to design
and develop a fast heuristic for the CNDP that is also competitive to previous methods
in the literature in respect to computational time and quality of solution [23, 24, 35, 57].
The real-world complex networks may have different topological features than each
other, which may affect the performance of an approach. Therefore, the aim is to design
a heuristic that is flexible for different network topologies in order to maintain the quality
of the solution of the heuristic.
1.2 Challenges and Contributions
Since the CNDP has only been recently (2009) formally defined, many of its prop-
erties are still not well understood, e.g., it was only defined for undirected unweighted
networks. Moreover, given that the CNDP is a N P-complete problem, designing practi-
cal solutions especially for very large networks is considered a challenging task. One of
the main challenges in this thesis is to design a ranking function that ranks the nodes of
the input graph based on the objective of the CNDP. Due to the constraints on the time
complexity, many useful graph properties such as closeness centrality and betweenness
centrality measures are not suitable to be used in the ranking procedure because of their
computational time. It takes hours to compute algorithms of complexity within O (|V |2)
for large networks (with millions of nodes).
In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:
1. Developing a fast heuristic of complexity lower than O (|V |2) for the CNDP feasible
in large complex networks (i.e., with hundreds of thousands to millions of nodes).
2. Designing a ranking function with the flexibility for application to different net-
work topologies.
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3. Developing a post-processing procedure to boost the performance of the heuristic
proposed in this thesis based on the objective of the CNDP.
4. Compare the results of presented heuristics to known centrality-based measures
and some previous heuristics [72] in order to evaluate the performance of the de-
signed heuristics.
Different benchmark suites are utilized and proposed in this thesis listed as: small
networks of sizes ranging from 500 to 2000, small to larger size networks of sizes ranging
from 100 to 25,000, and large real-world networks of size ranging from thousands to
millions of nodes. The comparisons show that the heuristics presented in this thesis
outperform other approaches in most benchmark suites and real-world networks.
1.3 Thesis Structure
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Background information on graphs, the
definition of the CNDP, properties of complex networks, centrality-based approaches,
and the literature review on the CNDP are given in Chapter 2. The methodology, ranking
function, and post-processing procedure are described in Chapter 3. The information
about the benchmark models used in this thesis and the results of comparisons between
the performance of the proposed heuristic and other approaches on benchmark net-
works are given in Chapter 4. Experimental results on real-world networks are presented
in Chapter 5, with conclusions and future work given in Chapter 6.
Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents a summary of background information on complex networks
and their properties that are relevant to this thesis. Furthermore, the graph properties
related to the objective of the CNDP are also introduced. In order to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed heuristics, they are compared to different centrality-based ap-
proaches, which are described here as well. In addition, a literature review of previous
and related works on the CNDP and other variants of “critical node" definition are given.
2.1 Graphs
A graph G = (V ,E) is a pair (V ,E) such that V is the set of vertices and E is the set of
edges, where each edge is an unordered pair of vertices from set V . The number of ver-
tices and edges of a graph are calculated by the cardinality of sets V and E , respectively.
Many real-world situations can be represented as a graph depicting objects as nodes and
the relationship between any two objects as edges. If the cost of having an edge between
any pair vertices in a graph is not the same, it is called a weighted graph.
2.1.1 Special Graphs
In order to highlight the difference between the structure of complex networks and
other graph structures, some well-known graphs are described here.
Complete Graphs
A complete graph G with |V | = n nodes contains |E | = n(n−1)
2
edges, which means
that each node is connected to every other node. A complete graph with 5 nodes is shown
in Figure 2.1(a).
5
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Regular Graphs
A regular graph is one where the number of neighbours of each node is the same.
That is, each node in a c-regular graph is connected to c other nodes. Figure 2.1(b) shows
a 3-regular graph with 6 nodes.
Trees
A tree is a connected graph with |V | = n vertices and |E | = n−1 edges, where a graph
is called connected if there is a path between each pair of nodes. No cycle exists in a tree
and the deletion of any node u ∈ V , except for nodes of degree 1, increases the number
of components in the induced subgraph G(V \ {u}). Figure 2.1(c) shows an example of a
tree with 5 nodes.
Star Graphs
A star graph is a tree that has |V | = n nodes and |E | = n−1 edges. In star graphs, one
node has degree n−1 and all others have degree 1. A star graph with 5 nodes is shown in
Figure 2.1(d).
2.1.2 Random Graphs
A random graph is a graph generated by a random process. Erdös and Renyi [28]
proposed a random network model that generates random networks with n nodes and
adds an edge between any two nodes with probability p. A sample Erdös-Renyi (ER)
network with 35 nodes and p = 0.07 is shown in Figure 2.2. As can be seen, the ER model
may produce a disconnected graph since the probability of having an edge between any
two nodes is the same. Therefore, there is no guarantee that the graph is connected or
even all nodes have degree higher than 0. Different random graph models were used
in this thesis to produce benchmarks for the purpose of evaluating the performance of
proposed heuristics, any needed number of networks of any size can be easily generated
by network models.
2.1.3 Complex Networks
A complex network is a graph that has topological features that are not necessar-
ily represented in simple networks such as regular graphs or random graphs, while the
features of complex networks such as the small world property, scale-free property, and
community structure (See Sub-Section 2.3) are often observed in real-world networks.
Moreover, the connections between the vertices of complex networks have an inher-
ent meaning. Complex networks have actively been studied in different fields (biology
[7, 14, 44], chemistry [3, 40, 73], telecommunications [25, 67], etc.) due to the need of
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understanding and analysing vast number of natural and artificial networks. In real
complex networks [13], the nodes represent real objects such as people, and the links
connecting them have some meaning in real world, e.g., each link in a social network of
acquaintance represents the friendship between two people. The term complex refers to
the non-trivial topological structure of this kind of network that do not occur in regular
networks or random networks. Figure 2.3 shows a complex network of acquaintances
between 35 members of a karate club [79], where each node represents a member of the
karate club and two members are connected to each other via a link if they are friends.
(a) A complete graph with 5 nodes. (b) A 3-regular graph with 6 nodes.
(c) A tree with 5 nodes. (d) A star graph with 5 nodes.
Figure 2.1: Samples of different kinds of graphs.
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Figure 2.2: An Erdös-Renyi network with 35 nodes and 26 edges with p = 0.07.
Figure 2.3: The Zachary karate club complex network with 35 nodes and 78 edges [79].
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2.2 The Critical Node Detection Problem
The critical node detection problem was formally defined by Aruleslvan et al. [4] in
2009. This definition was derived from the work done by Borgatti who studied critical
node detection based on maximum network disconnectivity [17].
The input graph G = (V ,E) is assumed to be unweighted and undirected. A number
k > 0 is given as input, which is the maximum number of nodes that can be removed.
The output is a subset L ⊆ V , where |L| ≤ k, whose deletion from the graph minimizes
pairwise connectivity among the nodes in the induced subgraph G(V \ L). Two nodes
in a graph are pairwise connected if there is a path between them. Mathematically, the




i , j∈(V \L)




1 if i and j are in the same component of G(V \ L),
0 otherwise.
(2.2)
As given in Eq. (2.2), the measure of pairwise connectivity of the graph is calculated
by ui j which is a binary value, and it is equal to 1 if there exists a path between nodes i






where M is the set of all connected components in G(V \ L), and ²m is the size of com-
ponent m. The size of all connected components in the residual graph can be calculated
by a depth first search or breath first search with complexity O (|V |+|E |) [21]. Hence, the
objective value of a given solution can be calculated in O (|V |+ |E |).
In real-world complex networks, the number of edges is in the order of the number
of nodes
(|E | = O (|V |)), and by even deletion of k = 50% of nodes, the remainder graph
may have many isolated nodes. The applications of the CNDP in real-world networks
are interested in small k numbers (k ¿ |V |) since the size of these networks can be dra-
matically reduced by deletion of small number of nodes (i.e., k ≤ 50%). Moreover, for
removing nodes from real-world networks such as the Internet, social networks, or ter-
rorist networks we need to spend a considerable amount resources, and therefore the
k-value is usually small in applications of the CNDP.
As an example, an anti-terrorist government needs to spend a considerable amount
of resources in order to remove a member of a terrorist network, and therefore it is logical
to spend the resources on removing the most critical members.
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The optimal solution of the CNDP can be determined by using an an integer pro-
gramming (IP) formulation of the problem [4]. Since the IP solution is an exponential
time algorithm, the optimal solution of the CNDP can only be determined for small net-
works (with less than 200 nodes), the program will either run out of memory or time in
bigger network instances. The IP formulation of the CNDP is described in below.
2.2.1 Integer Programming Formulation
The binary value vi is defined as:
vi =
{
1 if node i is deleted in the optimal solution,
0 otherwise.
(2.4)
So the critical node detection problem can be defined as:




sub j ect to ui j + vi + v j ≥ 1,∀(i , j ) ∈ E , (2.6)
ui j +u j w −ukw ≤ 1,∀i , j , w ∈V , (2.7)
ui j −u j w +uwi ≤ 1,∀i , j , w ∈V , (2.8)
−ui j +u j w +uwi ≤ 1,∀i , j , w ∈V , (2.9)∑
i∈V
vi ≤ k, (2.10)
ui j ∈ {0,1},∀(i , j ) ∈V , (2.11)
vi ∈ {0,1},∀(i ) ∈V , (2.12)
where ui j has the same definition as given in Eq. (2.2).
The objective of this model is to find a set L of k nodes whose removal cause min-
imum pairwise connectivity in the induced subgraph G(V \ L). Constraint (2.6) means
that if nodes i and j are in different components and there is an edge between them,
then one of them should be deleted. Constraints (2.7), (2.8), and (2.9) altogether indicate
that if nodes i and j are in the same component and also nodes j and w are in the same
component, then nodes i and w should also be in the same component. Constraint
(2.10) guarantees that the number of nodes to be deleted is at most k. At last, equations
(2.11) and (2.12) determine the domain for the decision variables.
The IP model was used to compare the optimal solution with the heuristics defined
in different papers [4, 6, 14] since the size of sample networks was small (at most 150).
It was not possible to calculate the results of the IP model for networks of size larger
than 150 with the available resources in this thesis. The number of constraints is cubic
in number of vertices and linear in number of edges.
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2.3 Complex Networks Properties
In recent years, the study of large sized networks has generated much interest due to
the fact that large complex networks such as the Internet or social networks surround us
and the number of applications on problems similar to the CNDP abound. The size of
some interesting complex networks such as the Internet now exceeds millions of nodes,
and solving combinatorial optimization problems similar to the CNDP by exact algo-
rithms is not applicable for these networks. Therefore, heuristics need to be developed
for those problems. Understanding the topology of complex networks may be an asset
to design fast heuristics for them or to design proper network models that their topology
is similar to what observed on many real-world networks.
Two of the topological properties of complex networks that are observed in many
real-world networks [74] are the small-world property and the scale-free degree distri-
bution property. These two properties are used in different network models to produce
network samples with properties similar to real-world complex networks. Another at-
tribute of complex networks that is of particular interest to the CDNP is called commu-
nity structure and it is also explained in this section, in real-world networks the most
critical nodes are usually the ones connecting communities to each other.
2.3.1 Small-world Property
In many real-world networks, there is a relatively short path between any two nodes
(examples given at [74]). This topological feature is known as the small-world property
[56], and it is characterized by an average shortest path length D :
D = 1|V |(|V |−1)
∑
i , j∈V ,i 6= j
di j , (2.13)
where di j is the length of shortest path between any two nodes i and j in the network.
The average shortest path length D depends at most logarithmically to the network size
in small-world networks [75]. The formula given in Eq. (2.13) is not defined when the
network is not connected since the di j for two nodes belonging to two different com-
ponents is infinity. As stated in [13], a possible solution for this problem is to use an
alternative equation:
D = 1|V |(|V |−1)
∑







for any two nodes i and j placed in different components is equal to zero. An
electronic circuit [29] with 329 nodes is shown in Figure 2.4 as an example of small-world
networks, where the value of average shortest path is 3.17, which is close to log(329) ≈
2.51.
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A measure to calculate the tenancy of nodes to cluster together is called the cluster-
ing coefficient [59], and it is formulated as:
C = number of triangles×3
number of connected triples of nodes
, (2.15)
where a triple of nodes contains three connected nodes that contains either two or three
edges, and a triangle is a triple with three undirected edges.
As stated in [75], complex networks with the small-world property also have a high
clustering coefficient. The clustering coefficient for the electronic circuit in Figure 2.4 is
0.34.
Figure 2.4: A connectivity graph for an electronic circuit with 329 nodes.
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2.3.2 Scale-free Networks
The degree distribution of some complex networks is different than regular or ran-
dom networks. In these networks the degree distribution P (x) varies as a power of node
degree x that follows a power-law degree distribution, P (x) is the fraction of nodes that
have degree x to the total number of nodes in graph. That is, the degree distribution
of these networks can be formulated as P (x) ∼ Ax−α where A is a constant and α is
the power-law exponent. The power-law exponent can be any number, but it is usu-
ally in the range 2<α< 3 based on an empirical study by [13] where they also explained
that networks with an exponent in this range have a power law degree distribution. It is
important to note that real-world networks may not have the power-law for all degrees
[13] and the power-law can only be observed in the tail of the degree distribution [1, 9].
The power-law appears as a straight line with slope −α in the log-log plot of the degree
distribution. As an example, the degree distribution of a sample network generated by
Barabasi-Albert model [9] is plotted in Figure 2.5(a).
These networks are called scale-free because power-law degree distributions have
the same functional form at all scales, which means that as the network grows the log-log
degree distribution remains a straight line. In scale-free networks many nodes of small
degree exist while only a few nodes of highest degree (hubs) can be observed. For ex-
ample, Figure 2.5(b) shows a scale-free Barabasi-Albert network containing many nodes
of small degrees and only a few nodes of highest degree. Since some different classes
of real-world networks (e.g., telecommunications, biological, and social networks [74])
have the power-law distribution, studies were done on these networks in the literature
[9, 20]. As a result of these studies, Barabasi et al. [9] proposed a network model that
produces networks with power-law degree distribution based on using two mechanisms
named as network growth and preferential attachment (this model is described in Chap-
ter 4). Also, Cohen et al. [20] investigated the resilience of scale-free networks against
random node failures and the results indicated that scale-free networks are robust (in
terms of network connectivity) against removing nodes randomly. This property of scale-
free networks follows from the fact that most of the nodes have low degree and a few
nodes exist with high degrees. Therefore, if the probability of removing each node is the
same as others, the chance of removing the nodes of high degree is low.
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(a) The log-log degree distribution of a Barabasi-Albert network with
1000 nodes.
(b) A Barabasi-Albert network with 1000 nodes.
Figure 2.5: A Barabasi-Albert network and a log-log degree distribution.
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2.3.3 Community Structure
Real-world networks have inherent meaning that makes them different from regular
or random networks. One of the outstanding differences between complex networks and
other networks is that the distribution of edges is globally and locally inhomogeneous
[32]. This leads to different groups of nodes where each group has many links between
each other and a few links to the rest of the graph [32]. These groups are called communi-
ties, clusters or modules. A sketch of a network with communities is given in Figure 2.6,
where the nodes connecting each community to the rest of the graph are depicted in
colors different than black for each community. Due to the high cost of removing k crit-
ical nodes from large complex real-world networks (i.e., with hundreds of thousands to
millions of nodes), it is important to take advantage of all useful properties of complex
networks to design proper heuristics for the CNDP and select the most critical nodes;
a useful property is the community structure. As Fortunato reported [32], most of the
community detection algorithms are at least of order O (|V |2), which is considered ex-
pensive for large complex networks. Moreover, there is no guarantee that information of
calculated communities can immediately result the k most critical nodes whose deletion
minimizes the pairwise connectivity in the residual graph. Hence, ranking the nodes by
only using community detection algorithms is not enough for the CNDP.
Many different techniques have been proposed and designed for finding commu-
nities in networks. Recently, Fortunato [32] made a comprehensive study on various
community detection methods where a comparison was done from different aspects,
such as time complexity or the ability of methods to detect different kinds of communi-
ties (hierarchical, overlapping, etc.). Fortunato [32] stated that researchers in the field of
community detection need to agree on a unique definition for communities. Due to the
differences between opinions, various scientists have defined the communities based
on their own point of view and designed their algorithms regarding to their definition
of communities [32]. Therefore, it is hard to compare the efficiency of different algo-
rithms in detecting communities. Fortunato [32] also indicated that having a reliable
benchmark graph for testing the algorithms is dependent on the definition of clusters
and partitions. Therefore, at this time, it is not easy to determine the most efficient algo-
rithm for detecting communities, and the exact community detection algorithms were
not used in the heuristics proposed in this thesis.
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Figure 2.6: A graph with three communities.
2.4 Graph Properties
A variety of graph properties were utilized and the following subsections provide a
summary of those relevant to this thesis. It was aimed to find the most suitable proper-
ties that help to indicate the critical nodes of a graph in the context of the CNDP.
2.4.1 Cut vertices, Bridges, and Biconnected-components
A node v of a graph G is a cut vertex if removing node v and its incident edges in-
creases the number of disconnected components in G . A bridge e is an edge whose
removal disconnects G . A biconnected component is a subgraph of G whose any two
edges lie in a cycle. In other words, no cut vertex or bridge exists in a biconnected com-
ponent [21]. The biconnected components, cut vertices, and bridges of a graph G can be
determined during a pass on all nodes of G by depth first search (DFS) algorithm with
computational complexity O (|V |+ |E |) [21].
The following lemma was proven in [4], which indicates that increasing the number
of disconnected components results in a better objective value of the CNDP.
Lemma 2.4.1. Let M1 and M2 be two sets of partitions obtained by deleting L1 and L2 sets
of nodes, respectively, from graph G = (V ,E), where |L1| = |L2| = k. Let T1 and T2 be the
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number of components in M1 and M2, respectively, and T1 ≥ T2. If all partitions in M1
have the same size, then we obtain a better objective function value by deleting the set L1.
It is important to identify the cut vertices and bridges of the network since the num-
ber of disconnected components or isolated nodes (nodes of degree 0) increases after
removing cut vertices from the network. However, if cut vertices belong to a small com-
ponent, then the overall impact may not be as good as removing non-cut vertices from a
very large component. The cut vertices and bridges are the connections between bicon-
nected components, and therefore prioritizing removal of cut vertices is likely beneficial.
Moreover, a cut vertex with more incident bridges is more important than other cut ver-
tices with lower number of incident bridges, which indicates the necessity of using the
information about bridges of graph G to calculate the k critical nodes in this thesis. Un-
fortunately, these attributes are not enough to solve the problem due to the fact that in
many cases the k critical nodes of a graph are not all cut vertices. As an example, the
optimal solution of the CNDP for a network of size 100 with k = 20 is shown in Figure 2.7,
where the white nodes represent the selected nodes. The double circled white nodes are
the selected non-cut vertices.
2.4.2 Vertex Similarity
Vertex similarity measures the similarity of two target vertices u and v in a graph.
Similarity measures are based on common neighbours between nodes u, v ∈V . Zhou et
al. [81] investigated nine different similarity measures on real-world complex networks.
The results of the experiments showed that two of the most accurate measures are the
Jaccard similarity coefficient [43] and the Sorensen-Dice similarity coefficient [70]. A
neighbourhood of a vertex must be defined in order to introduce these two similarities.
The neighbourhood Γ(v) of a vertex v ∈ V is the set of all nodes in the network that are
connected to node v via an edge:
Γ(v)= {w ∈V | (v, w) ∈ E }. (2.16)
The degree deg(v) of node v is the number of neighbours of node v :
deg(v)= |Γ(v)|. (2.17)
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Figure 2.7: A network sample with 100 nodes, where the white nodes represent the opti-
mal solution when k = 20.
The Jaccard similarity [43] of two vertices v and u is the number of common neigh-
bours between them divided by the total number of neighbours they have (common and
uncommon altogether) which is defined as:
VJ (v,u)= |Γ(v)∩Γ(u)||Γ(v)∪Γ(u)| . (2.18)
The Sorensen-Dice similarity [70] of two vertices v and u is twice the number of their
common neighbours divided by the sum of the degrees of the two vertices:
VS(v,u)= 2|Γ(v)∩Γ(u)|
deg(v)+deg(u) . (2.19)
Based on the results of experiments in [81], there is no difference in the accuracies
of the two similarity measures mentioned above, and the Sorensen-Dice similarity was
used to compute the vertex similarity in this thesis. The value of VS(v,u) is in the range
[0,1], where higher values means that the two nodes are more similar to each other than
other pairs of nodes. An edge is called a local bridge if its endpoints have no neigh-
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bour in common; in this case VS(v,u) is equal to zero. Onnela et al. [62] compared the
effect of removing local bridges against randomly picked edges over a large cellphone
network with four million nodes, and the results showed that removing local bridges is
more effective than randomness in order to break the network into more disconnected
components [62]. As given in Lemma 2.4.1, increasing the number of disconnected com-
ponents in the residual graph results in a better objective value for the CNDP.
The vertex similarity measures can help to measure how much each node is locally
similar to its neighbours, and this can lead to determine if a node has strong connec-
tions to its neighbours or if it is part of a local bridge to another community. However,
local bridges are not necessarily only between communities, e.g., the vertex similarity
between two endpoints of any edge of a ring with |V | > 3 is zero, while no local bridge
exists in a ring. Regarding the objective of the CNDP, removing the vertices with lower
similarity to their neighbours is more likely to help to decrease the pairwise connectivity
in the residual graph since higher similarity values for a node means that it has strong
connections to its neighbours.
2.5 Centrality-based Approaches
2.5.1 Degree Centrality
The degree centrality provides information about the degree of each node (Eq. (2.17))
based on the idea that nodes with higher degrees are more important in the network. The
degree centrality of any node v ∈V is formulated as [45]:
CD (v)= deg (v)
(|V |−1) . (2.20)
The time complexity for calculating the degree centrality of all nodes in a graph is
O (|V |2) in dense graphs and O (|E |) in sparse graphs [45].
2.5.2 Closeness Centrality
The closeness centrality measures the importance of each node in spreading infor-
mation to other nodes based on the total shortest path length between that node and
all other nodes. Nodes in the center of the graph have the lowest total shortest path,
and therefore their closeness value is highest. The closeness centrality of node v ∈ V is
defined as [45]:
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where dvi is the length of the shortest path from node v to node i . The time complex-
ity for calculating shortest paths based on Fredman et al. [34], implemented the Di-
jkestra’s algorithm based on a min-priority queue (e.g., a Fibonacci heap), has worst case
complexity O (|E |+ |V | log |V |). Since all pairs of shortest paths need to be calculated for
the closeness centrality of one node, the time complexity of the closeness centrality is
O (|V | |E |+ |V |2 log |V |).
2.5.3 Betweenness Centrality
Betweenness centrality measures the number of times that a node is in the shortest
path between any two other nodes in a graph. Therefore, if two communities X and Y
have only one way to communicate to each other (via a bridge), the endpoints of the
bridge between them will have a higher betweenness centrality than other nodes of the





(|V |−1)(|V |−2) , (2.22)
where ρst is the number of shortest paths from node s to node t , and ρst (v) is the num-
ber of shortest paths from node s to node t that pass through node v . The time com-
plexity for calculating the betweenness centrality is O (|V |3) [45], although Brandes [18]
proposed a faster algorithm for large sparse networks that runs in O (|V | |E |+|V |2 log |V |)
and O (|V | |E |) on weighted and unweighted networks, respectively.
2.5.4 PageRank
An approach was proposed to rank each node of a graph based on its degree and the
rank of its neighbours, which is called the PageRank [19]. The idea behind the PageRank
centrality measure is that a node has high rank if the sum of the ranks of nodes connected
to it by inedges (in directed networks) is high [63]. In undirected networks, the rank of
each node is calculated based on the sum of the ranks of its neighbours. The formula
that calculates the PageRank of node i in undirected graphs is as follows:






where PR(i ) is the PageRank of node i , and b is the damping factor, which is the prob-
ability that surfing the network would continue (this number is suggested by Brin and
Page [19] to be 0.85). The nodes with higher ranks are considered more important since
they have either many edges or nodes with high ranks are linked to them [63].
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2.5.5 Uses of Centrality Based Measures
For about the last half a century, many measures have been proposed for finding
the most critical nodes in a network whose deletion would damage the network, e.g.,
decrease the size of the largest component, increase the average shortest path length,
etc. Crucitti et al. [24] studied the vulnerability of complex networks based on the de-
gree of the nodes and the betweenness centrality. They found that networks with power-
law degree distribution (scale-free property) are vulnerable to deletion of central nodes.
Freeman et al. [35] used closeness centrality to measure the goodness of central nodes
on different network structures such as wheel, circle, or chain, and compared it with
distance-based centrality measures such as betweenness centrality. They showed that
removing the nodes based on distance-based centralities is more effective than close-
ness in order to break the network into more disconnected components [35]. Brin et al.
[19] proposed PageRank to find the most important webpages in Google’s search engine,
which was faster than previous engines and more accurate.
It should be noted that three centrality measures (betweenness centrality, closeness
centrality, and degree centrality) [24, 35] and PageRank [19] were used in this thesis to
evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristics. Since distance-based centrality
measures cannot be computed in less than O (|V |2) they were not used in heuristics pro-
posed in this thesis in order to have a fast heuristic.
2.6 Other Definitions of Critical Nodes
Many different definitions of “critical node" have been proposed in the literature due
to the variety of viewpoints in defining network vulnerability. Various researchers de-
fined critical nodes differently in their work, but they all share the meaning that those
nodes are somehow rare and different than other nodes in the network, and they in-
vestigated the importance of these nodes in terms of disconnecting the networks. They
used different objective functions such as the size of largest component or the average
shortest path length to evaluate amount of disconnectivity.
Crucitti et al. [23] defined the critical nodes based on the degree centrality. To study
the efficiency of scale-free complex networks, they attacked the benchmark networks
(generated by the Barabasi-Albert [9] and Klemm-Eguiluz [52] models) based on the
node degrees and then calculated the vulnerability of those networks to attacks. The re-
sults showed that scale-free networks are more resilient to random node removals than
in random networks, but they are fragile to attacks on nodes with highest degrees. Albert
et al. [2] studied the attack tolerance of communication networks such as the Internet,
social networks, and cells based on removing nodes with higher degree centrality values.
The results on real-world networks indicated higher tolerance against random node fail-
ures in scale-free networks than in exponential networks where most of the nodes have
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approximately the same degree [2].
Later, Crucitti et al. [24] studied the vulnerability of complex networks based on three
different definitions of criticality of the nodes: degree centrality, betweenness (load)1 of
the nodes, and recalculated betweenness (recalculated load)2 of the nodes. These mea-
sures were tested on benchmark networks generated by Barabasi-Albert [9] and Erdös-
Renyi [28] network models. The results of experiments showed that the networks are
more vulnerable to attacks based on recalculated betweenness measure than other two
measures.
Nardelli et al. [58] used the term “the most vital node" (MVN) instead of “critical
node". They defined the most vital node as a node whose removal from the graph causes
the largest increase of the distance between two specified nodes r and s. The study
was to design a fast algorithm to determine the most vital node in a shortest path be-
tween two given nodes r and s [58]. They proposed an algorithm with time complexity
O (|E | + |V | log |V |), which is faster than the trivial solution of recalculating the shortest
path between r and s after removal of each node from the shortest path that has com-
plexity O (|V ||E |+ |V |2 log |V |) [58].
Jorgic et al. [46] defined critical nodes for connectivity in Ad Hoc networks. A node
in an Ad Hoc networks is called critical if its removal breaks the network into two or
more disconnected components. The approach presented by Jorgic et al. [46] finds local
critical nodes defined as: v is a local critical node if its removal disconnects the k-hop
neighbours of v (the variable k is defined by user). The experiments on networks gen-
erated by a random graph unit model showed high performance based on comparisons
between local and global critical nodes (global critical nodes are cut vertices mentioned
in Section 2.4.1). As mentioned in [46], these k-hop (local) critical nodes are not always
the global critical nodes.
Sheng et al. [69] partitioned the nodes of a graph into three categories: global critical
nodes, local critical nodes, and ordinary nodes. Global critical nodes have the same defi-
nition as cut vertices. Local critical nodes are the nodes whose removal disconnects their
k-hop neighbours, and ordinary nodes are those that are neither global critical nor local
critical. Sheng et al. [69] presented a distributed algorithm to determine local and global
critical nodes in Ad Hoc networks, however the details about evaluating the algorithm
on benchmarks were not given.
Karygianni et al. [50] defined critical nodes of networks as follows: “A critical node is
a node whose failure or malfunctioning disconnects or significantly reduces the perfor-
mance of the network (i.e. introduces unacceptably long alternative paths)". A trigger
mechanism was used to do some test traffic on the Ad Hoc network instances by send-
1Betweenness of node v is the number of shortest paths (over all pairs of nodes of the network) that pass
through that node, evaluated before any removal is performed.
2Recalculated betweenness has the same quantity as the betweenness except that shortest paths are re-
calculated every time a node is removed.
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ing packets from different places to each other. The gained information about incoming
and outgoing packets determines which nodes may be critical for the network based on
the incoming and outgoing packets from each node. There is no absolute definition of a
“critical node", and they are referred to as “suspicious critical nodes".
Wehmuth and Ziviani [77] proposed an approach to calculate the criticality value of
any node in a graph in terms of network connectivity. The proposed approach calculates
the criticality of any node v based on a localized spectral analysis on its h-hop neigh-
bours [77]. The performance of the proposed methodology was evaluated on benchmark
networks, and a real-world network was used to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
approach on large networks. The benchmark networks were generated by Barabasi-
Albert [9] and Erdös-Renyi [28] network models. The results of comparisons between
their proposed approach and degree centrality on BA networks showed that both ap-
proaches perform similarly. In ER networks, the proposed methodology identified the
correct critical nodes since in some cases some of the critical nodes were not the high-
est degree nodes. An internet router level network with 190,000 nodes was used as a
real-world network to evaluate the feasibility of the proposed methodology to compute
the critical nodes that have the most impact on the network connectivity. Wehmuth et
al. [77] indicated that their approach is feasible to be used on the tested real-world net-
work that has 190,914 nodes, however the runtime of the proposed algorithm was not
reported.
Borgatti [17] defined the critical nodes as a set of nodes whose removal from the
network results in maximum disconnectivity in the residual graph. As stated in [17], the
previous centrality measures are not optimal for this problem and new heuristics need
to be designed. The Borgatti’s work was the start of the critical node detection problem
(CNDP) studied in this thesis. Aruleslvan et al. [4] provided the formal definition of the
CNDP and the proof of its N P-completeness.
2.7 Previous CNDP Work
After the CNDP [4] was formally defined in 2008, various approaches for this problem
were proposed. They are highlighted here.
Arulselvan et al. [4] designed their heuristic for the CNDP based on maximum inde-
pendent sets3. The proposed approach was tested on benchmark networks generated
by a Barabasi graph generator and also a real terrorist network [4]. The size of the gen-
erated benchmark networks is in the range of 75 to 150 nodes, and the terrorist network
contains 62 nodes. The runtime of the proposed heuristic is less than two seconds in
all tested networks. The results of comparisons between the IP model and proposed ap-
3In a graph G = (V ,E), a maximum independent set (MIS) M ⊆V is a set of vertices that is not a subset of
any other independent set: every edge of the graph G has at least one endpoint not in M , and every vertex
not in M has at least one neighbour in M .
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proach showed that the proposed approach was able to find the optimal solution and it
found the solution much faster than the IP model [4]. Moreover, a local search was added
to the methodology in order to improve the quality of the solution of the heuristic.
Recently, Arulselvan et al. [6] modified their heuristic for the Cardinality Constrained-
CNP (CC-CNP). The CC-CNP has a limit on the maximum allowable connectivity index4
for any node in a graph, the objective is to minimize the number of nodes to be deleted
with considering the restriction on the connectivity index. Hence, the cardinality of each
disconnected component in the induced subgraph graph G(V \ L) must be less than the
given connectivity index. They also proposed a GA solution for the CC-CNP [6]. The
heuristic, the GA solution, and the IP model were compared on a terrorist network and
some benchmark networks given at [4]. The terrorist network contains 62 nodes, and
the size of the benchmarks is in the range of 20 to 150 nodes. The computational time
of both proposed GA and heuristic was in seconds for all tested networks. The results on
the terrorist network and benchmarks showed that the solutions of the heuristic and GA
solution are close to the optimal solution and they are fairly comparable to each other.
Summa and Grosso [26] investigated the CNDP over trees in different situations of
node weight wi and edge cost ci j , where wi is the weight of removing a node i from
network and ci j is the cost of connection between i and j . Therefore, the objective of




i , j∈(V \L)




wi ≤ k where k is the given number of critical nodes to be deleted.
Arulselvan et al. [4] proved that in general networks (ci j = 1 and wi = 1 for any node)
the complexity of the CNDP is N P-complete. Summa and Grosso [26] proved that the
CNDP is still N P-complete over trees when the cost of connection between pairs of
nodes is different (ci j ≥ 0). They also proved that the CNDP is solvable in polynomial
time over trees when all connections between pairs of nodes have unit cost (ci j = 1). Two
dynamic programming approaches were proposed for the unit edge costs with unit node
weights (wi = 1) or arbitrary node weights (wi ≥ 0) [26]. Moreover, it was proved that the
computational complexity of dynamic programming approaches for ci j = 1, wi = 1 and
ci j = 1, wi ≥ 0 situations are O (|V |3k2) and O (|V |7) [26], respectively.
Recently, Ventresca [72] proposed a simulated annealing (SA) strategy and a popu-
lation based incremental learning (PBIL) approach for the CNDP. The heuristics were
evaluated on benchmark networks generated by four different network models. The size
of generated benchmarks is in the range of 250 to 5000 nodes. the average computa-
tional time of approaches vary in different benchmarks, and the runtime of approaches
is in the range of 38 to 3515 seconds on all tested benchmarks. The SA has lower run-
4The connectivity index of a vertex is defined as the number of vertices reachable from that vertex.
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time than PBIL in all benchmarks. The results of the comparisons between the SA and
PBIL based on Cohen’s d-statistics showed that PBIL outperforms SA in all benchmarks
[72]. The results of heuristics were also compared to the best results of random sampling,
which indicated that the mean results of the SA are less desirable than the best random
sampling results in most of the cases while it was vice versa for the comparisons between
the best random sampling and the mean results of the PBIL [72].
As discussed here, only a few solutions have so far been proposed for the CNDP. Fur-
thermore, these methodologies have only been tested on small networks, with one pre-
vious work considering up to 5000 sized networks [72]. The aim of this thesis is to further
contribute to the CNDP by proposing efficient heuristics feasible for larger complex net-
works ranging from thousands to millions of nodes.
2.8 Related Work to The CNDP
One of the problems similar to the CNDP is graph partitioning [51]. The problem is
to partition the input graph G into r subgraphs of predefined size so that the number
of edges that lie between them (the cut size) is minimal [32]. As stated in [32, 65], most
variants of the graph partitioning problem are N P-hard, and therefore heuristics need
to be developed to find good answers for these problems. The proposed partitioning
problem is called the r -way partitioning of a graph [51]. The 2-way partitioning problem
is called minimum bisection problem and it is also an N P-hard problem [32].
One of the earliest approaches proposed for the 2-way partitioning (minimum bisec-
tion) problem is the Kernighan-Lin algorithm [51]. The procedure optimizes a function
Q that represents the difference between the number of edges that lie in the clusters and
the number of edges between the clusters. This algorithm starts by making an initial par-
titioning of the graph into two clusters of predefined sizes, where the initial partitioning
can be random or based on some information gained from the structure of the graph.
Then, subsets of nodes that consist of an equal number of nodes are swapped between
two clusters in order to maximize Q, and this procedure iterates until no more swap-
ping can be done. The computational complexity of this algorithm is O (|V |2 log |V |). As
mentioned in [32], the performance of the Kernighan-Lin algorithm depends on the se-
lection of initial clusters, and the Kernighan-Lin algorithm is typically used to improve
on the clusters found by other methods.
Another method for the minimum bisection problem is the spectral bisection method
[10]. This method is based on using the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix5. The
method calculates the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix and then selects the nodes
whose corresponding value in the eigenvector of the second eigenvalue λ2 has the same
5The Laplacian matrix Z is defined as Z =D − A, where A is the adjacency matrix of the graph and D is
the degree matrix, which is a diagonal matrix and each diagonal entry of a row i is the degree of node i .
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sign (negative or positive) and puts them in the same cluster [10]. The computational
complexity of this algorithm is O (|V |3), which is dominated by complexity of calculating
all eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix.
Hendrickson et al. [41] proposed a multilevel algorithm for the r -way partitioning
problem. The size of the graph is reduced at each stage by removing vertices and edges
from the graph and partitioning the remaining graph, then mapping back to the original
graph. Hendrickson et al. [41] compared their approach to other partitioning methods
on some graphs such as Hammend mesh, ocean mesh, etc. and concluded that their
approach is as good as the best of other approaches and much faster than spectral par-
titioning approaches.
Pothen [65] presented a literature review of previous works on different classes of
graph partitioning such as spectral partitioning, geometric partitioning, and multilevel
algorithms. The graph partitioning problems with the objective of having r partitions of
roughly the same size and minimizing the number of edges lying between clusters are
similar to the objective of the CNDP, which is producing components that the variance
between their cardinalities is minimized by removing k nodes from the graph. In the
CNDP, the objective is to have components with least possible variance between their
cardinalities and have as many components as possible [4], while the number of clusters
in graph partitioning problems should be predefined [32].
Another interesting problem related to the CNDP is the maximum cut problem (MAX
CUT). Karp [49] introduced the MAX CUT problem as follows: In a graph G = (V ,E) where
each edge (i , j ) has a non-negative weight wi j ≥ 0, the problem is to find a subset S ⊆V of
nodes such that the summation of weights of edges lie between S and V −S is maximized.
It was proved that the decision version of this problem is N P-complete [49]. The decision
version of the maximum cut problem is to determine the eligibility of a solution S where
the summation of weights of edges that lie between S and V −S is greater than or equal
to a given value W . The set of edges that lie between S and V −S is called “the cut" in
the literature. Garey et al. [37] proved that the MAX CUT problem is also N P-complete
in unweighted graphs (wi j = 1 for any edge (i , j ) ∈ E), where the summation of weights
in the cut is equal to the number of edges that lie between S and V −S.
Since it was proved that the maximum cut problem is N P-complete,α-approximation
algorithms need to be developed, which means that the quality of solution of the algo-
rithm is at least α times lower than the optimal value. Sahni et al. [66] proposed a 0.5-
approximation algorithm for the maximum cut problem on unweighted graphs, which
can also be used for weighted graphs. Their algorithm iterates on all nodes and checks
whether moving a node u from its group to another group maximizes the weight of cut.
The computational complexity of the proposed approximation algorithm is O (|V |+|E |+
k) [66], where k is the number of groups the nodes are to be partitioned, which is k = 2
for the MAX CUT problem. Crescenzi et al. [22] proved that the MAX CUT problem
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on unweighted graphs is as hard to approximate as in weighted graphs. Therefore, the
found approximation upper-bounds for a version of the problem can also be considered
for another version.
Goemans and Williamson [38] proposed a randomised approximation algorithm for
the MAX CUT problem with approximation ratio α≈ 0.878, which is the best known ap-
proximation and if the unique games conjecture is true, it would be the best possible
approximation. Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [64] showed that there exists a constant
c > 0 such that the polynomial time c-approximation for the MAX CUT problem is N P-
hard. Bellare et al. [12] proved that finding an approximation for the MAX CUT problem
with ratio better than 7172 ≈ 0.986 is N P-hard. Later, Trevisan et al. [71] improved the
upper-bound of the ratio of approximation and proved that no polynomial time approx-
imation for the MAX CUT problem can be found with ratio better than 1617 ≈ 0.941 unless
P =N P .
A version of the MAX CUT problem is called MAX k-CUT, which is to have a parti-
tion S with k groups, where the summation of the weights of edges that lie between the
groups is maximized. The approximation algorithm proposed by Sahni et al. [66] can






Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [64] proved that it is NP hard to c-approximate the MAX
k-CUT problem on unweighted graphs for a constant c > 0 in any k ≥ 2. Frieze and Jer-
rum [36] stated in their paper: “there can be no polynomial time approximation scheme
for MAX k-CUT, for any k ≥ 2, unless P = N P", which does not mean that the MAX k-
CUT problem in weighted networks is N P-complete. An approximation algorithm for
the MAX k-CUT was proposed in [36], which is an extension from the work of Goemans







Kann et al. [47] proved that no polynomial time approximation algorithm for the MAX






P =N P .
Arulselvan et al. [4] mentioned in their paper that an approximation of the MAX k-
CUT problem can solve the problem of only maximising the number of components in
the residual graph after deleting k critical nodes. However, this is not enough for the ob-
jective of the CNDP, which is to maximize the number of components and also minimize
the variance of the size of the components in the residual graph [4].
Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter describes the proposed algorithm for the CNDP. The algorithm ranks
the nodes based on the local information of nodes such as the degree or vertex similar-
ity value in order to find the most critical nodes to be removed from the graph. A key
challenge and main contribution is to design an efficient ranking function in order to
determine a suitable set of the k highest ranked nodes to remove from graph. In addi-
tion, a post-processing procedure to boost the quality of solution of the heuristic after
the nodes are ranked by a ranking function is presented.
3.1 Depth-First Search Based Methodology
The depth-first search based heuristic (DFSH) that collects necessary node attributes
during a DFS pass over all nodes of the input graph G and assigns a rank to each node is
proposed. The DFS helps to gain important information about the nodes of graph such
as indicating cut vertices and bridges, which is the reason of using it instead of other
search procedures like breadth-first search (BFS). Algorithm 1 depicts the main steps of
the proposed methodology. The DFS criterion for exploring all the nodes in a graph and
selecting the k highest ranked nodes (line 15) is trivial, while ranking each node during
the DFS search (line 7) is the key challenge since the quality of solution of the heuris-
tic is dependant on the nodes selected by the ranking function. Because the CNDP is
an N P-complete problem, designing a ranking function for an optimal solution is com-
putationally intractable. Since one main goal is to develop fast heuristics, restrictions
on the computational complexity limit the use of calculating time-consuming node at-
tributes (e.g., betweenness and closeness) in calculating the ranks of nodes. Thus, node
attributes that need at least O (|V |2) run time for calculation are not employed. In addi-
tion, finding suitable local vertex properties to extract from the network is also a major
concern and a challenge, because the selected vertex properties must be helpful to find
the most critical nodes regarding the objective of the CNDP. The details of the search
strategy, ranking function, and selection mechanism are described.
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Algorithm 1 DFS based algorithm for the CNDP
Require: G = (V ,E) and starting node v
1: Stack S :=;
2: push(S,v)
3: while S is not empty do
4: u := pop(S)
5: if u is not explored then
6: label node u as explored
7: update the ranking value of u
8: for w ∈ Γ(u) do






15: select k nodes of the highest ranks
3.1.1 Searching The Network
An efficient searching technique was needed to visit all nodes of the network and
gather information about the network and each explored node. One of the basic and fast
algorithms to explore a graph is the depth first search, which has a run time O (|V |+ |E |)
and space complexity O (|E |). The DFS algorithm can be used to determine all cut ver-
tices and bridges based on the information gained about the DFS tree GT of a graph G
[21]. Removing cut vertices or bridges from a given network results in immediate dis-
connection in the network and consequently a decrease in the objective value of the
network. So these vertices and edges are considered when assigning a vertex its rank.
3.1.2 Ranking The Nodes
All of the nodes in a graph G need to be ranked, where the rank of each node repre-
sents its importance of being removed from graph. The idea is to assign scores to each
node during the DFS search based on the obtained local information from the nodes
(e.g., cut vertices, vertex similarity values, and node degrees). A ranking function assigns
higher ranks to nodes that are considered more important according to the objectives of
the CNDP by considering a weighted combination of the local information gained about
each node.
3.1.3 Selection Mechanism
All the nodes of a given input graph G are scored based on local information obtained
during the DFS search. The next step is to select k nodes of the highest ranks. A possible
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way to accomplish this is to add each node to a priority queue and then extract the k
nodes from that queue. The computational complexity of adding |V | nodes to a binary
heap is O (|V | log |V |), and the extraction of k nodes is O (k log |V |), since the complexity
of deleting the maximum member of heap is O (log |V |). Another way to extract k nodes
of the highest ranks is to put all nodes in an array and sort them, which has O (|V | log |V |)
complexity [21], and then extracting k nodes of the highest ranks is O (k). The second
approach is used here.
3.2 Ranking Function
A ranking function assigns ranks to each node in the graph. The ranking function
should be designed based on the objective of the CNDP. The ranking function (RANKH)




1−β(i , j ))(w1(1−VS(i , j )))+β(i , j )(τ(i , j )(w2 deg(i)
∆(G)+1
)
+ (1−τ(i , j ))(w3 deg(i)
∆(G)+1
)))+w4(1−λi ,G ), (3.1)
where
β(i , j )=
{
1 if VS(i , j ) is zero (i.e., edge (i , j ) is either a bridge or a local bridge,)
0 otherwise,
(3.2)
τ(i , j )=
{





f (G \ {i })
f (G)
if node i is a cut vertex,
1 otherwise,
(3.4)
λi ,G calculates the impact of removing i from G and 0≤ λi ,G ≤ 1, where function f (G) is
the objective value of graph G given in Eq. (2.3). Consequently, (1−λi ,G ) is higher for a cut
vertex i whose removal results lower objective value of the induced subgraph G(V \ {i }).
∆(G) is the maximum degree of the nodes of G , and VS(i , j ) is the Sorensen-Dice similar-
ity value of node i and its neighbour j introduced in Sub-section 2.4.2. Preliminary ex-
periments showed that lower vertex similarity values are better in terms of the objective
of the CNDP (the two nodes have less vertices in common), and therefore the (1−VS(i , j ))
is used to give higher scores to nodes having lower vertex similarity. The weights w1, w2,
w3, and w4 ≥ 0 will be empirically determined based on statistical experiments on dif-
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ferent combinations of these weights to find the most suitable set of weights (detailed
information is given in Section 3.2.1).
Thus, the ranking function given above is a linear combination of local properties
calculated for each node. A score is calculated and added to a node for each of its inci-
dent edges, while the cut vertices receive an extra score (w4(1−λi ,G )). The scores cal-
culated for bridges, local bridges, and regular edges (edges with vertex similarity greater
than zero) may be different from each other, the difference depends on weights w1, w2,
and w3, respectively. Therefore, the more incident edges to a node yields a higher score
for that node. Some researchers examined the impact of deleting high degree nodes on
different benchmark networks [23, 24] and stated that scale-free networks are vulnerable
to the deletion of high degree nodes. This thesis differentiated between different kinds
of edges (bridges, local bridges, and regular edges) and assigned different scores to each.
The endpoints of a bridge or a local bridge receive a score based on their degree mul-
tiplied by different weights (w2 for local bridges and w3 for bridges). The endpoints of
a regular edge receive a score based on their calculated vertex similarity value, which is
multiplied by weight w1. The purpose of designing the RANKH function with undeter-
mined weights w1 through w4 was to give flexibility to the ranking function in order to
be adopted to different network models with various topologies.
Since the bridges and cut vertices of G are determined during the DFS search, the
computational complexity of determining all cut vertices and bridges is O (|V | + |E |).
Therefore, the worst-case complexity of RANKH is dominated by the complexity of cal-
culating vertex similarity values. In the following theorem the complexity of RANKH for
calculating the rank of a node in the input graph is given based on the maximum degree
of any node in G .
Theorem 3.2.1. RANKH has worst-case complexity O (∆(G)2) for calculating the rank of
any node v in graph G.
Proof. The complexity of calculating the common neighbours between any node v and
one of its neighbours is O (deg (v)) and we have
deg (v)≤∆(G), (3.5)
where ∆(G) is the maximum degree of any node in G . Therefore, the complexity of cal-
culating vertex similarity between any node and one of its neighbours in the graph is
O (∆(G)), and consequently the complexity of calculating vertex similarity for all adja-
cent neighbours of a node is O (∆(G)2).
In the worst case, graph G is fully connected and therefore the degree of each node
is equal to |V |−1, and also ∆(G)= |V |−1, which means that the complexity for calculat-
ing all neighbours of any node is O (|V |2). However, most real-world networks are sparse
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graphs (|E | ¿ |V |2). The average degree of nodes in real-world networks may help to
highlight the difference of using the RANKH in real-world networks than in complete
graphs. Reka et al. [1] tested many real-world networks, and their results showed that
the average degree of nodes in real networks is a very small number (less than a hun-
dred) compared to the network size (ranging from thousands to millions of nodes). For
example, the average degree of the nodes in a phone call network with 53 million nodes
was 3.16 [1].
The pseudo-code of an iterative DFS and RANKH that calculates the vertex similarity
value between endpoints of any edge is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Iterative DFS including calculation of vertex similarity
Require: Graph G = (V ,E) and starting node v
1: Stack S :=;
2: push(S,v)
3: while S is not empty do
4: u := pop(S)
5: if u is not explored then
6: label u as explored
7: for w ∈ Γ(u) do
8: calculate |Γ(u)∩Γ(w)|
9: update ranks of u and w






16: select k nodes of the highest ranks
As defined in [21], the cut vertices and bridges are calculated by constant-time op-
erations during the DFS search. The complexity of calculating the ranks of all nodes in
graph G is given in the following theorem. It should be noted that the input graph is
assumed to be connected and therefore |E | ≥ |V |−1.
Theorem 3.2.2. Algorithm 2 has complexity O (|E |∆(G)+|V | log |V |).
Proof. Since the while loop on lines 3-15 executes for each node of the graph G only
once, it requiresO (|V |). For any node v ∈V , the loop on lines 7-13 takes timeO (|Γ(v)|∆(G)),






|Γ(v)| =O (|E |∆(G)),
the cost of executing lines 3-15 takes O (|V |+|E |∆(G)). Based on the assumption that the
graph is connected and therefore |E | ≥ |V |−1, the complexity of lines 3-15 is O (|E |∆(G)).
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As stated in Section 3.1.3, the complexity of selecting k nodes of the highest ranks is
O (|V | log |V |). Therefore, the overall complexity of algorithm 2 is O (|E |∆(G)+|V | log |V |).
In the worst case, the graph is fully connected and the degree of each node is equal
to |V | −1, and also ∆(G) = |V | −1. Hence, the complexity of Algorithm 2 (DFSH) would
be O (|E ||V | + |V | log |V |). As mentioned earlier in this section, many sparse real-world
networks were observed that had very low average degree of nodes [1], and therefore the
complexity of DFSH in real networks is expected to be far from the worst case.
3.2.1 Weight Tuning Procedure
As discussed in Section 3.2, the weights w1,. . . ,w4 in RANKH need to be established.
Based on the fact that the used node characteristics may have different influence on the
selection of nodes for various network structures, the goal was to calculate the weights
of RANKH for different network structures and k-values. As an example, when only 5%
of nodes of a network are cut vertices, even if all cut vertices are selected, other node
characteristics must be used and may be even play a more important role than cut ver-
tices when k > 5%. Therefore, the experiments on weights were designed to calculate the
best combination of weights for k-values in the range of 1% to 50% with a 10% step for a
network due to the fact that the role of node characteristics may change after changing
the k-value.
In order to determine the best combination of weights for different network struc-
tures and k-values, a couple of network models were used to generate networks of dif-
ferent sizes. where each twenty network instances have the same size. The procedure of
generating proper network instances from a network model and calculating the best set
of weights for different k-values are described in this section. As discussed in Chapter 2,
different networks have varying topologies and characteristics, and it is not practical to
use one set of weights for all networks. For example, the scale-free networks have many
nodes of low degrees and the likelihood of having cut vertices in these networks is higher
than in small world networks. However, the nodes in small world networks are more
connected to each other and especially to their closer neighbours (the clustering coeffi-
cient is higher [75]). Hence, it is unlikely to have cut vertices or bridges in small world
networks. In order to determine the best sets of weights for different network topologies,
four different network models (introduced in Section 4.1) were used to generate bench-
mark data, and then the effect on the objective value after removing nodes selected by
DFSH for all tested combinations of weights are calculated and for each k-value the set
of weights that results in the lowest objective value is reported.
The range of numbers assigned to each of the weights w1 to w4 was [0,1] with a 0.15
step. An analysis on the sensitivity of calculated weights were done which indicated that
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not much improvement can be observed by making smaller changes to selected weights
(the results are shown in Section 4.2). The lowest value 0 for a weight indicates that its
corresponding node attribute is neutral in assigning ranks to nodes. When the high-
est value for a weight resulted in better objective values than lower values, the range of
weights expanded until no further statistical improvements could be observed on the
objective values of the benchmarks. The procedure for generating benchmarks by a net-
work model and determining the best set of weights for each k-value based on statistical
comparisons are given below.
1. Generate 100 different network sizes ranging from 100 to 25,000.
2. For each network size, generate 20 network instances of that size.
3. Calculate the objective values of all network instances after deleting k selected
nodes based on different combinations of weights for RANKH. The k-value is in
the range of 1% to 50% of network size with 10% step.
4. For each network size do:
(a) Find the set of weights such that its average objective value for a k-value on
twenty network samples is the least among other sets of weights, and give
one score to that set of weights.
(b) Do a t-test between the best set of weights and other sets, and give one score
to each set where p-value > 0.05 (i.e., the best set of weights is not signifi-
cantly better than the compared set of weights).
5. Report the set of weights with the highest score for each k-value. Since there are
100 network sizes in a benchmark suite, the highest possible score for a set of
weights is 100.
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Figure 3.1: A Forest Fire network sample with 150 nodes, where the shaded nodes repre-
sent the solutions from the optimal answer (calculated by the IP formulation) and DFSH
when k = 11. Black nodes are in both solutions, while the grey nodes are selected in the
optimal solution and grey nodes with multiplication notation (×) are selected in DFSH.
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3.3 Post-processing Procedure
In order to improve the quality of the solution of the DFS-based heuristic, a post-
processing procedure is proposed. An example of an optimal solution obtained from
the IP formulation (Section 2.2.1) and DFSH on a Forest Fire network instance with 150
nodes and k = 11 is shown in Figure 3.1. The black nodes are those selected by both
approaches. The grey nodes and grey nodes with multiplication notation (×) represent
nodes selected by only the optimal solution and DFSH, respectively. The grey nodes that
are selected by the optimal solution are not connected to any of the black nodes, while
all the grey nodes with multiplication notation are connected to black nodes in this case.
Consequently, a post-processing procedure was proposed to deselect any node v ∈ L
such that the ratio of its neighbours in set L to its degree is greater than a given threshold.
The idea behind this post-processing procedure is that some nodes selected by DFSH
may have many selected neighbours and after removing their neighbours their removal
may not be necessary any more. An example of the case where deselecting nodes defi-
nitely improves the objective value of the graph is when all neighbours of node v ∈ L are
also in set L. Node v will be a node of degree 0 after all of its neighbours are removed
from the graph. Therefore, removing node v is not a good idea any more since the ob-
jective value of the graph does not decrease after deletion of an isolated node. In order
to determine which nodes in set L should be deselected, a threshold θ is used so that the
nodes meeting the threshold during the post-processing procedure will be deselected.
Therefore, the value of θ needs to be determined for different network topologies and
k-values based on experimental results. An example is shown in Figure 3.1, where the
double circled node in grey color with multiplication notation has two selected black
color neighbours and its degree is 3. The ratio value for this node is
2
3
= 0.66, and it will
be deselected when the threshold θ is less than 0.66. In many cases of the DFSH, the
high ranked nodes had neighbours of high ranks, and since removing the neighbours
of a high ranked node has influence on its rank, it is important to consider the ratio of
selected neighbours for each selected node in set L.
After the ranks of all nodes were calculated by DFSH, the post-processing procedure
was performed on the k selected nodes, the pseudo-code of the post-processing steps is
given in Algorithm 3.
For each node v ∈ V the number of its neighbours that are in set L need to be de-
termined. This is done in lines 1-5 of Algorithm 3 by increasing the number Φ(w) for all
neighbours of the nodes in set L, where Φ(w) is the number of neighbours of a node w
that are in set L. At the beginning of the procedure Φ(w)= 0, ∀w ∈V . Then, by starting
from the lowest rank node in L (line 6), all the selected nodes in set L are checked to de-
termine whether they should be deselected. Each node where the ratio of its neighbours
in set L to its degree is greater than a given threshold (named θ in line 7) will be removed
from set L. The valueΦ(w) for all neighbours w ∈ Γ(u) of a node u ∈ L are decreased after
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Algorithm 3 Post-processing procedure
Require: Graph G = (V ,E) and set L of k selected nodes
1: for u ∈ L do









8: remove node u from set L





14: while |L| < k do






17: add node u to set L
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that node is removed. The nodes with the lowest ranks are checked to be deselected first
since a high rank node may not be eligible to be removed from L any more after a few of
its low rank neighbours in L are deselected. After the deselection procedure (lines 6-13)
is complete, new nodes must be added to set L in order to maintain k nodes in set L.
The selection procedure (lines 14-22) starts from the next highest ranked node u in V −L
and adds it to L if the ratio
Φ(u)
deg(u)
is less than threshold θ, since the aim is to have a set
L that the ratio
Φ(u)
deg(u)
for any u ∈ L is not greater than the threshold θ. The value Φ()
for all neighbours of a newly selected node is increased in order to consider it for further
selections. The complexity of Algorithm 3 is given in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3.1. Algorithm 3 has complexity O (k∆(G)+|V |)
Proof. The complexity of nested loops in lines 1-5 is equal to the summation of degrees








the cost for executing lines 1-5 is O (k∆(G)). The complexity of the loop in lines 6-13 is
O (k) since it checks all nodes of L and |L| = k. The worst case for lines 14-22 is to check all
nodes in V −L (i.e., it does not terminate until the end of checking all unselected nodes),
so the complexity of this part is O (|V |). The complexity of all parts is O (k∆(G)+k+|V |),
and since k ≤ |V | the overall complexity is O (k∆(G)+|V |).
In the worst case, the input graph is fully connected (∆(G)= |V |), and the k-value is
equal to the size of the network (k = |V |). Hence, the complexity of Algorithm 3 isO (|V |2).
As stated in Theorem 3.2.2, the complexity of DFSH is O (|E |∆(G)+|V | log |V |). Since
the complexity of the post-processing procedure proposed in Algorithm 3 is O (k∆(G)+
|V |), using the post-processing procedure after ranking the nodes does not affect the
asymptotic complexity of DFSH given in Algorithm 2. The post-processing procedure
given in Algorithm 3 added to DFSH is called DFSH-post. The threshold θ needs to be
determined for DFSH-post based on tuning experiments in the same manner as the pro-
cedure stated in Section 3.2.1. The tested threshold θ values are in the range of 0.1 to 1.0
by a 0.05 step. An analysis was done on the sensitivity of calculated thresholds which in-
dicated that smaller steps does not affect the quality of solution of DFSH-post, the results
are shown in Section 4.2.
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3.4 Earlier Designed Approaches
Before designing the RANKH and post-processing procedure defined in Chapter 3,
simpler ranking functions with less number of weights were developed and investigated.
Further investigations on experimental comparisons indicated that more weights can
help the ranking function to get better results in various network topologies, and con-
sequently the RANKH function has more weights and is more complex than previous
approaches. Moreover, two post-processing procedures were also developed and are
discussed in Appendix A. Furthermore, the detailed experimental comparisons between




As mentioned in Section 3.2, the weights of the ranking function need to be estab-
lished. This chapter discusses the models that were used to generate various benchmark
problem instances. The aim of benchmarking is to determine the weights of the ranking
function for a set of networks with the same topological properties, and then use that set
of weights for unseen networks with topologies similar to the tested networks. DFSH-
post is then compared to the centrality-based approaches based on calculated weights
and θ value. Moreover, DFSH-post is compared to the results of the population based ap-
proaches, presented in [72], on small sized networks. The centrality-based approaches
[23, 24, 35, 57] are compared to DFSH-post. An overview of the main steps of methodol-
ogy is given in Figure 4.1.
4.1 Benchmark Network Models
4.1.1 Erdös-Renyi Model
The Erdös-Renyi (ER) model is a random graph model that was introduced in 1959
[28]. The ER model generates a graph Gn,p by starting from a graph with n isolated nodes
and adding an edge between each pair of nodes with probability p. The probability of a










where 〈k〉 = p(n−1) is the average degree of Gn,p . The approximation of distribution is
Poisson and becomes exact as n →∞ and 〈k〉 is a constant [59]. Fortunato and Castel-
lano [33] stated that the ER graph model has no community structure since the proba-
bility of existence of any edge in a random graph is equal to other edges, so there is no
preferential attachment between different groups of vertices in the graph.
40
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Figure 4.1: The main steps of the methodology.
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Although the ER model produces graphs that do not have any of the common prop-
erties observed in complex networks (Section 2.3), it was used to produce benchmarks
and compare the results of DFSH and the centrality measures in order to assess the qual-
ity of approaches on networks where no particular complex network attribute exists. An
example ER network with 250 nodes and its log-log degree distribution are shown in Fig-
ure 4.2.
4.1.2 Watts-Strogatz Model
One of the common properties of complex networks is the small-world phenomenon,
which was first pointed out by Milgram in 1967 and known as six degrees of separation
[56]. The two aspects of small world networks are the low diameter of the network com-
pared to its size and its high clustering coefficient, which is observed in many real-world
networks (examples shown in [74] for social networks, metabolic systems, the Internet,
etc.). The Watts-Strogatz (WS) model [75] aims to generate networks that have the two
characteristics observed in real small-world networks. This model starts with a ring of
n vertices and connects each vertex in the ring to all of its k nearest neighbours. Then,
each edge is considered with probability p to rewire one of its endpoints to a randomly
chosen node. Watts and Strogatz studied the effect of choosing p on the clustering co-
efficient and diameter of the network and stated that the best value of p is 0.05, which
causes both high clustering coefficient and low diameter. An example WS network with
250 nodes, k = 4, and rewiring probability p = 0.05, along with its log-log degree distri-
bution are shown in Figure 4.3(a).
As stated in [48], graphs generated by the Watts-Strogatz model have no community
structure based on the definition of community structure from a link topology point of
view, which is to have more intra-community links than inter-community links [32]. The
WS networks should be considered hard to solve for the CNDP due to the density of
links and the small-world property, i.e., a considerable number of nodes are required to
be removed in order to increase the number of components in the induced subgraph
G(V \ L).
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(a) An example ER graph Gn,p with n = 250 and p = 0.01.
(b) The log-log degree distribution of an Erdös-Renyi network with
250 nodes.
Figure 4.2: An example Erdös-Renyi network and its log-log degree distribution.
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(a) An example WS graph with n = 250, k = 4, and p = 0.05.
(b) The log-log degree distribution of a Watts-Strogtaz network with
250 nodes.
Figure 4.3: An example Watts-Strogatz network and its log-log degree distribution.
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4.1.3 Barabasi-Albert Model
The scale-free property is one of the common properties of real-world complex net-
works, which can be observed in the Internet, World Wide Web, social networks, and air-
line networks [74]. The Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [9] produces networks with power-
law degree distribution. Two mechanisms are used in the BA model in order to produce
networks. The first mechanism is network growth, where the algorithm starts with m0
nodes, and at each time step a node is added and connected to m existing nodes in the
graph. The second mechanism is called preferential attachment, where the probability
of connecting the new node u to any node v is related to the degree of v , which can be
formulated as:




where v, w ∈ V are pre-existing nodes in the graph. In other words, the new nodes are
more probable to be linked to the existing nodes of higher degrees. The degree distri-
bution of BA model [27] has been shown to have a power-law shaped distribution with
exponent 3:
pk = k−3. (4.3)
However, modifications on the model can lead to different power-law exponents [9]. Bol-
lobas et al. [15] gave theoretical proofs about the sensitivity of defining the initial graph
m0 and its effect on the BA network properties such as clustering or average node degree,
which was not mentioned in [9].
Since the BA model generates trees when m = 1, it is considered an easier problem
for the CNDP as Summa et al. [26] proved that there is a polynomial time algorithm
that yields an optimal solution for the CNDP in this case. The BA model with m = 2
was used to generate another benchmark suite, where no bridge exists due to the fact
that each new node at a time step is added to two existing nodes creating a cycle in the
graph. The benchmark suite generated by setting m = 1 is called BA-m1, and the one
that contains networks generated by m = 2 is called BA-m2 in this thesis. Figures 4.4
and 4.5 provide examples of BA networks when m = 1 and m = 2, respectively. Liu et
al. [55] studied the community structure in BA networks. They calculated the Q value of
the modularity algorithm proposed by Newman and Girvan [60] in order to measure the
community quality of BA networks and stated that a value Q greater than 0.3 indicates
significant community structure in a network. The results showed that the Q value in BA
networks was always about 0.27, and therefore very weak community structure emerges.
It is important to note that the preferential attachment is not the only way of generating
scale-free networks, and other network models such as the copying model can do it [15].
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(a) An example BA network with 250 nodes and m = 1.
(b) The log-log degree distribution of a BA-m1 network with 250
nodes.
Figure 4.4: An example BA-m1 network and its log-log degree distribution.
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(a) An example BA network with 250 nodes and m = 2.
(b) The log-log degree distribution of a BA-m2 network with 250
nodes.
Figure 4.5: An example BA-m2 network and its log-log degree distribution.
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4.1.4 Forest Fire Model
The Forest Fire (FF) network model [53] is similar to the BA model in the sense of
network growth and preferential attachment that leads to networks with heavy-tailed
degree distributions. However, the FF model has other properties such as densification
power-law and shrinking diameter [53], which means that the network becomes denser
and its diameter decreases as the network grows. The model starts with a single node
and a new node v is added to the network as follows:
1. Uniformly select an existing node w and add edge (v, w).





1− r p , (4.4)
respectively, where 0 < p < 1 is called the forward probability, and 0 < r < 1 is
called the backward factor. Then, select x out-links and y in-links of w , and add
an edge between v and each of those (x+ y) nodes. If node w did not have enough
out-links or in-links, v connects to as many nodes as possible.
3. Apply step 2 recursively for all (x + y) neighbours of node w . In order to prevent
the process from cycling, each node is visited only once during the process.
The process is like spreading fire in a forest, since the burning starts with w and
spreads to its (x + y) neighbours and proceeds recursively for each of those nodes until
it diminishes. The FF model was proposed in order to model some real networks such
as autonomous systems, patents citations, and affiliation graphs, where they all have
the shrinking diameter and densification power law properties [53]. An example FF net-
work with p = 0.25, r = 0.2, and 250 nodes is shown in Figure 4.6, along with its degree
distribution. Leskovec et al. [53] noted that the FF model generates networks with com-
munities. Later, Leskovec et al. [54] used the network community profile plot to quan-
tify the goodness of communities (the difference between intra-edges and inter-edges
of communities decreases) in the FF networks, and their results showed that there exist
communities in the tested FF networks, but as the size of these communities increases
the quality of their goodness decreases.
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(a) An example FF network with p = 0.25, r = 0.2, and 250 nodes.
(b) The log-log degree distribution of a FF network with 250 nodes.
Figure 4.6: An example FF network and its log-log degree distribution.
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4.2 Weight Tuning
As mentioned in Section 3.2.1, the weights w1 through w4 in DFSH and the thresh-
old of DFSH-post procedure should be determined for each tested network model and
k-value. The purpose of tuning the undetermined weights and threshold is to perform
DFSH on the unseen networks with similar topologies to the tested network models. The
procedure of generating appropriate network samples and determining the best sets of
weights for each network model and k-value is described in Section 3.2.1. The bench-
mark suite for each network model contains 2000 networks of different sizes ranging
from 100 to 25,000 except for the benchmark suite of the ER model, which contains 420
networks of sizes ranging from 100 to 5000. The ER networks generated with small p
values still contain too many edges (an ER network of size 5000 and p = 0.001 contains
about 70,000 edges), and consequently a considerable amount of time is needed to do
the weight tuning procedure on all 2000 ER networks since the runtime of the proposed
heuristic is dependant on the number of edges of the network. Hence, the benchmark
suite of the ER model contains networks of sizes up to 5000. The procedure of generat-
ing networks in BA and WS network models caused some node properties (such as cut
vertex, local bridge, and bridge) used in DFSH to act neutral in ranking the nodes.
In the BA network model with m = 1, where each new node added to the network is
only connected to one existing node, the generated network is a tree and any edge in the
network is a bridge (no local bridge exists in a tree). Therefore, the weight w2 of local
bridges in DFSH is not needed to be determined and only the set of weights (w1, w3, w4)
should be determined. The BA networks generated by m = 2 (BA-m2) do not contain any
bridges since each new node is added to two existing nodes, the procedure of generating
the network started with two nodes connected to each other. Consequently, the weight
w3 of bridges was not considered during the experiments of calculating the best sets
of weights (w1, w2, w4). The WS network samples were generated by k = 4 and p =
0.05, and the calculated edge connectivity and vertex connectivity values for all network
samples were at least 2, which means that no cut vertex or bridge exists in the generated
network samples. Hence, the weights w3 and w4 of bridges and cut vertices, respectively,
were not considered during the experiments on the WS networks. The best set of weights
of DFSH for each tested network model and k-value, which were calculated based on the
procedure given in Section 3.2.1, are presented in Table 4.1.
In order to show examples of distributions of the objective values across different
combinations of weights, a network sample of size 5000 is selected for each network
model, and the distribution of the objective values on weights are plotted when k = 1%,
except for the WS network sample that k = 20% was used since the objective values re-
sulted by any tested weights were the same for k < 20%. The tested values for each weight
are in the range [0,0.1,0.25, . . . ,1] and the plots of all network models are shown in Figure
4.7.
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BA-m1 BA-m2 WS
k-value w1 w3 w4 w1 w2 w4 w1 w2
1% 0.1 0 0.85 0 0.7 0.1 0.25 0
10% 0.1 0.7 0.1 0 0.7 0.1 0.55 0
20% 0.25 0.1 0.4 0 0.4 0.25 0.7 0.25
30% 0 0.25 0.1 0 0.1 0.25 0.55 0.4
40% 0 0.25 0.1 0 0.85 0.1 0.25 0.85
50% 0 0.25 0.1 0.1 0.85 0.1 0.25 0.4
ER FF
w1 w2 w3 w4 w1 w2 w3 w4
1% 0.1 0.1 0.85 0.7 0.1 0.25 0.1 0.7
10% 0.1 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.4 1.15 2.8
20% 0 0.1 0.7 0.85 0.1 0.1 1.75 2.5
30% 0.1 0.85 0.85 0.55 0.1 0.1 2.8 2.8
40% 0.1 0.4 0.25 0.25 0.1 0.1 2.8 2.95
50% 0.25 0.55 0.55 0.1 0 0.25 0.85 0.4
Table 4.1: The best set of weights per each k-value for all tested network models. The size
of benchmarks ranges from 100 to 25,000 in all network models except for the ER model,
where the size of benchmarks ranges from 100 to 5000.
As shown in Figure 4.7(a), the objective values resulted by most of the weights in
the FF network sample are around the minimum value found in tested weights, while a
few sets of weights caused about 5 times larger objective values than the minimum. In
the ER network sample, most of the sets of weights result in objective values near the
maximum objective value, and a few sets of weights (37 out of 4096) result in objective
values near the minimum value (Figure 4.7(b)). However, the difference between the
maximum and minimum objective values resulted by weights in the ER network sample
was lower than that observed in the FF network sample. As shown in Figures 4.7(c) and
4.7(d), the distribution of the objective values across all sets of weights shows variance
objective values in the two BA network samples generated by m = 1 and m = 2. As shown
in Figure 4.7(e), different objective values are resulted by tested sets of weights for the
WS network, where most of the weights result in the highest objective value among other
tested weights. However, the difference between the minimum and maximum objective
values in the WS network sample is small, the maximum value is only 1.001 times bigger
than the minimum value.
In order to show examples of the sensitivity of the calculated sets of weights in the
tested network models, a network sample of size 5000 was selected from each bench-
mark suite and the distribution of objective values over small changes on calculated sets
of weights when k = 1%, except for the WS network where k = 20% was used, are pre-
sented in Figure 4.8. The weights are changed with 0.05 steps (the step of the tested
weights in weight tuning experiments was 0.15). As can be observed from Figures 4.8(a)
through 4.8(e), the objective values resulted by changed weights in all networks were in
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the range of values for all sets of weights shown in Figures 4.7(a) through 4.7(e). More-
over, the variations on weights did not cause considerable change in the objective value
resulted by the calculated sets of weights that were shown in Table 4.1. For example, the
calculated set of weights for the BA-m2 network when k = 1% results in objective value
10,136,316 and the best objective value gained by making small changes on weights is
10,127,313. Based on comparison between the plots represented in Figures 4.7 and 4.8,
it can be concluded that the calculated sets of weights are not very sensitive to small
changes, not much improvement was observed after making small changes on weights.
After the weights of DFSH were obtained for each k-value, extra experiments with
the same procedure as stated in Section 3.2.1 were performed to calculate the threshold
of the post-processing procedure DFSH-post. The tested thresholds were in the range
[0.1,1] with a 0.05 step. The calculated thresholds for DFSH-post procedure per each
k-value are given in Table 4.2 for all tested network models.
The objective values corresponding to different choices in threshold value in a net-
work sample of size 5000 for each tested network model when k = 20% are plotted and
shown in Figure 4.9. The plots show that different θ values may lead to different objective
values, and therefore selecting a proper θ value is important in order to gain better per-
formance from DFSH-post. As can be observed from Table 4.2, the calculated θ value for
each network model increases for higher k-values in most of the cases, e.g., the threshold
is θ = 1 when k = 50% in the FF networks, while it is θ = 0.5 when k = 1%.
k-value BA-m1 BA-m2 ER WS FF
1% 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5
10% 0.5 0.5 0.45 0.8 0.6
20% 0.55 0.6 0.4 0.85 0.65
30% 0.55 0.65 0.4 0.85 0.65
40% 0.55 0.8 0.55 0.7 0.7
50% 0.55 0.7 0.55 0.7 1
Table 4.2: The calculated threshold values per each k-value for all the tested network
models.
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(a) Forest Fire (b) Erdös-Renyi
(c) Barabasi-Albert, m = 1 (d) Barabasi-Albert, m = 2
(e) Watts-Strogatz
Figure 4.7: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for a net-
work sample of size 5000 for each tested network model when k = 1%, except for the WS
network where k = 20% was used.
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(a) Forest Fire (b) Erdös-Renyi
(c) Barabasi-Albert, m = 1 (d) Barabasi-Albert, m = 2
(e) Watts-Strogatz
Figure 4.8: The distribution of objective values across weights with smaller steps are plot-
ted for a network sample of size 5000 for each tested network model when k = 1%, except
for the WS network where k = 20% was used.
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In order to show examples of the sensitivity of calculated thresholds, a network sam-
ple of size 5000 was selected from each network model, and then the objective values
over the thresholds with smaller steps near the calculated θ when k = 20% is plotted. As
an example, the threshold in the FF networks is θ = 0.65 when k = 20%, and the sensi-
tivity is investigated by plotting the objective values resulted by thresholds in the range
[0.61,0.69] with a 0.01 step, the 0.6 and 0.7 values were already considered in the main
tuning procedure. The plots of tested network samples are shown in Figure 4.10. The
plots represent the sensitivity of DFSH-post against small changes on θ for all network
samples except in the WS network sample. The objective values resulted by new thresh-
olds are in the range of the objective values calculated by all tested thresholds shown in
Figure 4.9, and also the difference between the minimum and maximum objective val-
ues in changed thresholds are considerably smaller than what is observed for thresholds
in the range [0.1,1]. It can be concluded that the θ value is not sensitive to small changes
in the tested network samples, although slightly better objective values may be achieved
by tuning the θ with smaller steps as shown in Figure 4.10. In other words, the 0.05 steps
used to calculate the best threshold value were sufficient to utilize the post-processor for
improving the quality of solution of DFSH.
After the necessary weights are tuned, the objective values resulted by the proposed
heuristic with post-processing procedure (DFSH-post) are compared to other centrality
measures in order to evaluate the approaches on different network models with differ-
ent properties. The results of comparisons on generated benchmark suites of the tested
network models and further discussions are given in the following sections.
4.3 Small to Larger Size Networks
The network models introduced in this chapter are used to produce benchmark net-
works in order to evaluate the performance of the proposed heuristic and the centrality
measures. Statistical comparisons help to provide evidence that the difference between
approaches in not due to randomness.
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(a) Forest Fire (b) Erdös-Renyi
(c) Barabasi-Albert, m = 1 (d) Barabasi-Albert, m = 2
(e) Watts-Strogatz
Figure 4.9: The distribution of objective values across all θ values of DFSH-post are plot-
ted for a network sample of size 5000 for each tested network model when k = 20%.
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(a) Forest Fire (b) Erdös-Renyi
(c) Barabasi-Albert, m = 1 (d) Barabasi-Albert, m = 2
(e) Watts-Strogatz
Figure 4.10: For analysing the sensitivity of calculated θ values to small changes, the dis-
tribution of objective values across θ values with smaller steps are plotted for a network
of size 5000 per each tested network model when k = 20%.
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4.3.1 Benchmark Networks
For each network model introduced in Section 4.1 a benchmark suite containing
2000 networks of different sizes ranging from 100 to 25,000 was generated, except for
the ER model, which contains 420 networks. The benchmark networks were generated
with the same procedure as discussed in Section 3.2.1. The number of vertices, edges,
average degree, and clustering coefficient of a few network sizes are shown in Tables 4.3
through 4.7 for BA-m1, BA-m2, WS, FF and ER network models, respectively. There are a
total number of 100 network sizes used for each network model except for the ER model,
which 21 network sizes were used. The clustering coefficient of any BA-m1 network is











Table 4.3: The number of vertices n and edges m of nine BA-m1 network sizes
n m 〈k〉 C
1000 1998 3.99 0.008
2500 4998 3.99 0.004
5000 9998 3.99 0.002
7500 14,998 3.99 0.001
10,000 19,998 3.99 0.001
12,500 24,998 3.99 0.0009
15,000 29,998 3.99 0.0009
20,000 39,998 3.99 0.0007
24,000 47,998 3.99 0.0006
Table 4.4: The number of vertices n, edges m, average degree 〈k〉, and clustering coeffi-
cient C of nine BA-m2 network sizes
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n m 〈k〉 C
1000 4000 8 0.473
2500 10,000 8 0.465
5000 20,000 8 0.468
7500 30,000 8 0.466
10,000 40,000 8 0.466
12,500 50,000 8 0.466
15,000 60,000 8 0.465
20,000 80,000 8 0.466
24,000 96,000 8 0.466
Table 4.5: The number of vertices n, edges m, average degree 〈k〉, and clustering coeffi-
cient C of nine WS network sizes
n m 〈k〉 C
1000 1407 2.81 0.214
2500 3513 2.81 0.212
5000 7008 2.80 0.202
7500 10,552 2.81 0.200
10,000 14,095 2.81 0.198
12,500 17,573 2.81 0.196
15,000 21,094 2.81 0.195
20,000 28,157 2.81 0.192
24,000 33,755 2.81 0.192
Table 4.6: The number of vertices n, edges m, average degree 〈k〉, and clustering coeffi-
cient C of nine FF network sizes
n m 〈k〉 C
1000 9979 19.95 0.019
2000 19,235 19.23 0.009
3000 21,142 14.09 0.004
4000 54,375 27.18 0.006
5000 70,049 28.01 0.005
Table 4.7: The number of vertices n, edges m, average degree 〈k〉, and clustering coeffi-
cient C of five ER network sizes
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4.3.2 Experimental Results and Discussions
A strategy is needed to compare the quality of solution of two different approaches
for generated benchmark data and determine which approach outperform the other
one. The following steps describe the strategy of how any two approaches are compared
for a benchmark suite in order to determine whether the difference between their per-
formances is due to randomness. As described above, 20 network samples were gen-
erated for each network size of any benchmark suite generated in this thesis, since the
experiments need a considerable amount of time if 30 samples for each network size are
generated.
1. Calculate the objective values resulting from the two approaches we want to com-
pare to each other for each network sample after deleting k selected nodes, where
the k-value is in the range of 1% to 50% of the network’s size with a 10% step.
2. For each network size with 20 network samples of the same size do:
(a) Calculate the number of network samples in which each approach has lower
objective value than the other one, which are represented as a1 and a2 for ap-
proaches F1 and F2, respectively. The number of samples that the approaches
result in equal objective values is considered as the number of ties between
them, which is shown as t .
(b) We need to determine if an approach with higher number of wins (calcu-
lated in previous step) is significantly better than the other one. For example,
if a1 = 12, a2 = 5, and t = 3, F1 may not be significantly better than F2 for
this network size. The binomial test is used in this case. So, perform a bino-
mial test (described in Appendix B) between the approaches with consider-
ing (a1+ t ) and (a2+ t ) the number of wins of the F1 and F2 approaches, re-
spectively. If the p-value of binomial test is less than 0.05, the approach with
the higher number of wins will receive 1 score, the scores are represented
as A1 and A2 for the approaches F1 and F2, respectively. The tie score T is
increased by 1 when the p-value of binomial test is greater than 0.05, since
p > 0.05 indicates that the difference between the two tested approaches is
not significant.
3. After the A1, A2, and T scores are calculated for all 100 network sizes (21 network
sizes for the ER model) perform a binomial test between the approaches with con-
sidering (A1 +T ) and (A2 +T ) the number of wins of the F1 and F2 approaches,
respectively. The highest possible value for A1, A2, or T is 100, since the total num-
ber of network sizes in each generated benchmark suite is 100, except for the ER
benchmark data that contains 21 network sizes. Therefore, the highest value for
the A1, A2, or T is 21 for the benchmark suite of the ER model. If the p-value
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of binomial test is less than 0.05, the approach with higher score is reported as
the winner, otherwise both approaches are considered to have equivalent perfor-
mance for the tested benchmark suite and k-value. For example, A1 = 85 means
that the approach F1 wins at 85 cases out of 100, and if A2 = 10 and T = 5, the p-
value of the binomial test is near zero, and consequently F1 is significantly better
than F2 for the tested benchmark data and k-value.
The connections between the nodes of a network are different than other generated
network samples of the same size, and the objective value of a network is related to the
connections between the nodes of the network and not only the number of edges. That
is, the objective value resulted by the optimal solution may be different for two network
samples of the same size and number of edges. Therefore, it is not applicable to use
the t-test to compare two approaches based on the objective values due to the fact that
the objective value of each network sample is independent from other network samples
of the same size. A solution for this problem is to use the binomial test (described in
Appendix B), which compares the number of times each approach has better objective
value than the other one in tested networks (named as number of wins) in order to de-
termine whether the approach with higher number of wins is significantly better than
another (significant at the 5% level).
Comparing DFSH and DFSH-post
DFSH and DFSH-post approaches are compared in all generated benchmark suites.
The binomial test results are presented in Tables B.1 through B.5 with the number of
wins of each approach and the calculated p value for any tested k-value of each bench-
mark suite, and they are given in Appendix B. The results of experiments indicated that
DFSH-post has either the same performance as DFSH or better than DFSH in all tested
benchmark networks. The effect on the objective value after removing k = 20% of ver-
tices by DFSH and DFSH-post procedures is shown in Figure 4.11 for each of the five
benchmark networks when k = 20%.
As shown in Figure 4.11, DFSH-post did not worsen the quality of solution of DFSH in
any benchmark data, and the improvement in objective value is observable for bench-
mark suites regarding the FF, BA-m1, and BA-m2 networks. In WS networks, the dif-
ference between DFSH and DFSH-post is not clear in the plot shown in Figure 4.11(e)
because the objective values of larger networks are way higher than networks of smaller
sizes, which made it hard to show the difference between approaches in diagram. How-
ever, DFSH-post slightly improved the results of DFSH in almost all of the WS network
samples, e.g., the effect on the objective value after removing k = 20% of vertices for a
WS network sample of size 3500 by DFSH and DFSH-post procedures is 3,907,410 and
3,901,822, respectively. Both approaches performed similarly on the ER network sam-
ples because the connection between nodes in the ER network is uniformly at random,
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which results in networks with no power-law degree distribution or community struc-
ture (see Section 4.1.1).
Comparing DFSH-post and Centrality Based Approaches
The experiments showed that the performance of DFSH-post is as good as or better
than DFSH in the tested benchmark suites, and therefore DFSH-post is selected to be
compared to the centrality based approaches proposed in Section 2.5. The procedure of
scoring approaches presented in this chapter (based on using binomial test) was used
to compare DFSH-post to other centrality based approaches. The detailed results of bi-
nomial tests between each two centrality measures and the results of binomial tests be-
tween the best centrality measure and DFSH-post per k-value for all tested benchmark
suites are given in Appendix B. Table 4.8 shows the approach that was significantly better
than other tested approaches in each network model, and Table 4.9 shows the number
of times each approach was declared as the best in Table 4.8. The purpose of Table 4.9 is
to compare the performance of approaches in overall for all tested benchmark data.
k FF BA-m1 BA-m2 ER WS
1% Deg & DFSH-post Between & DFSH-post Deg & Page & DFSH-post all all
10% Page & DFSH-post DFSH-post Page & DFSH-post all Close
20% DFSH-post DFSH-post DFSH-post all Close
30% DFSH-post Page Page all Deg
40% Page all except Close Page & DFSH-post all DFSH-post
50% DFSH-post all except Close Page all DFSH-post
Table 4.8: The winner of comparisons between DFSH-post and other centrality based
approaches
DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
23 9 10 12 17
Table 4.9: The number of times each approach was declared as the winner for small to
larger size benchmark networks
The results of experiments on the BA-m1 network samples show that the closeness
centrality had the worst objective value in all tested k-values. The closeness ranks any
node v in the graph based on its average shortest path to other vertices, which results in
ranking the neighbours of the central nodes of the input graph (a central node is a node
that its distance to the rest of the graph is the lowest) higher than some other nodes that
were more important regarding the objective of the CNDP. For example, the objective
values of all other approaches are zero for all tested BA-m1 networks when k > 30%,
while the closeness even selected nodes of degree 1 since they were neighbours of cen-
tral nodes, none of the other approaches rank nodes of degree 1 higher than other nodes.
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The betweenness showed similar performance as DFSH-post when k = 1% since it ranks
the nodes responsible for the interconnectedness of a BA network (the nodes connect-
ing different parts of a graph) higher than others [24], and for k = 1% it was sufficient
to remove those kind of nodes that result in lower objective value than other centrality
based approaches. However, the betweenness was not able to result in a lower objective
value compared to other approaches for 10%≤ k ≤ 30% due to the fact that the nodes se-
lected by betweenness are connected to each other and selecting some of them are not
necessary since most of their neighbours are already selected, the same problem arose
for DFSH that was the reason to design DFSH-post to solve it (see Section 3.3). It was
shown in previous works that the scale-free networks are vulnerable when attacking the
nodes of highest degrees [2, 23, 24], but the results of these comparisons showed that
even lower objective values were produced by DFSH-post or PageRank, both of these
approaches select nodes that are not necessarily neighbours in set L.
The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of nodes by
tested approaches is shown in Figure 4.12 for BA-m1 benchmark networks. The close-
ness centrality results in considerably higher objective values than other approaches in
BA-m1 networks (examples given in Table B.27), and the difference between the other
tested approaches is not observable in the diagram any more for k < 40% if the close-
ness is plotted as well. Therefore, the closeness is not presented for k < 40% cases. As
mentioned earlier, the effect on the objective value after removing k ≥ 40% of vertices
by all approaches, except for the closeness, is equal to zero for BA-m1 networks. The
closeness is presented in Figures 4.12(e) and 4.12(f), where other approaches result in
objective value equal to zero for all the network samples. The PageRank performed bet-
ter than other approaches when k = 30% as shown in Figure 4.12(d), and DFSH-post is
the second best. However, the difference between approaches in larger network sizes is
around 300, which is a small number considering the large network size. For example,
the highest possible objective value after removing k = 30% of vertices for a network with
25,000 vertices is 28,121,250, and thus the difference of 300 between the approaches is
considered negligible.
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(a) Forest Fire (b) Erdös-Renyi
(c) Barabasi-Albert, m = 1 (d) Barabasi-Albert, m = 2
(e) Watts-Strogatz
Figure 4.11: The effect on the objective value after removing k = 20% of vertices by DFSH
and DFSH-post procedures for each of the five benchmark networks.
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(a) k = 1% of vertices (b) k = 10% of vertices
(c) k = 20% of vertices (d) k = 30% of vertices
(e) k = 40% of vertices (f) k = 50% of vertices
Figure 4.12: The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of ver-
tices by tested approaches for BA-m1 network samples. The closeness is not plotted
when k < 40% since the objective values resulted by that approach are higher than the
results of other tested approaches.
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It is harder for the tested approaches to solve the CNDP for the BA-m2 network sam-
ples than in the BA-m1 networks due to fact that no bridge exists in the BA-m2 networks
(see Section 4.1.3). The closeness again has the worst performance compared to other
approaches since it ranks the neighbours of central nodes higher than other nodes that
are important regarding the objective of the CNDP, the new nodes added to the central
nodes of the network are not yet part of any backbone of the network. In other words the
closeness gives higher ranks to nodes that are unnecessary to be removed only because
they are connected to the central nodes of the network. In BA-m2 networks, each new
node is added to two existing nodes, and it leads to lower average path length D (Eq.
(2.13)) in the BA-m2 networks than in the BA-m1 networks, and there are more paths
between any pair of nodes in these networks than what is observed in BA-m1 networks.
Therefore, it is harder for betweenness to rank the nodes with respect to the objective of
the CNDP, and the objective values resulted by the betweenness indicated that this ap-
proach is not able to outperform other tested approaches for the BA-m2 networks. Both
of the PageRank and DFSH-post approaches result in lower objective values than degree
centrality in the BA-m2 networks since they are able to rank the nodes not only based
on their degrees but also based on the the importance of their neighbours. It is obvious
from the ranking procedure of the PageRank that it ranks any node based on the ranks of
its neighbours (see Section 2.5.4), and DFSH-post ranks each node with considering the
vertex similarity between that node and its neighbours.
The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of nodes by
tested approaches is shown in Figure 4.13 for BA-m2 benchmark networks. Since the
closeness results in much larger objective value than other approaches and plotting its
results prevent to see the difference between other approaches for k ≥ 20%, it was not
shown in Figures 4.13(c) through 4.13(f). For example, the effect on the objective value
after removing k = 10% of vertices for a BA-m2 network of size 1000 by closeness is about
250,000, while all other approaches result in objective value less than 10,000 (more ex-
amples are given in Table B.28). As can be observed from the plots, the degree centrality
results in less objective values than betweenness since the BA-m2 networks are scale-
free and the BA networks are vulnerable to the deletion of nodes of highest degrees as
Albert et al. [2] stated. However, only selecting the nodes of highest degrees was not the
best strategy as the results show that DFSH-post and PageRank lead to lower objective
values than degree centrality. Although the binomial tests between the PageRank and
DFSH-post approaches indicated that one of them is better than another for k = 20%,
30%, and 50%, their effect on the objective value is close to each other compared to the
effect on the objective value by closeness or betweenness as shown in Figures 4.13(a)
through 4.13(f). Based on the results, DFSH-post is still among those approaches that re-
sult in lowest objective values for the BA-m2 networks, which are harder than the BA-m1
networks, while the effect on the objective value by betweenness is not among the best.
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(a) k = 1% of vertices (b) k = 10% of vertices
(c) k = 20% of vertices (d) k = 30% of vertices
(e) k = 40% of vertices (f) k = 50% of vertices
Figure 4.13: The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of ver-
tices by tested approaches for BA-m2 network samples. The closeness is not plotted
when k > 10% since the objective values resulted by that approach are higher than the
results of other tested approaches.
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The tested approaches were unable to limit the size of the largest component in the
WS networks when k = 1% due to the high clustering of these networks and the lack of
power-law degree distribution. The effect on the objective value after removing differ-
ent k number of nodes by tested approaches is shown in Figure 4.14 for WS benchmark
networks. As can be observed from Figures 4.14(b) and 4.14(c), although the closeness
is determined as the winner for k = 10%, 20% based on the results of binomial tests, the
difference between the performance of the closeness and other approaches is not no-
ticeable. The degree centrality results in lower objective values than other approaches
when k = 30% for the WS networks, but still the performances of approaches are about
the same as can be observed from Figure 4.14(d). In larger tested k-values (k > 30%)
the centrality based approaches select nodes that are neighbours of each other since
there is no priority about not selecting nodes that most of their neighbours are already
selected. However, this problem was solved by using the proposed post processing for
DFSH heuristic. The difference between the effect on the objective value by centrality
based approaches and DFSH-post can be easily observed in Figures 4.14(e) and 4.14(f),
which is because of the problem of selecting nodes neighbours to each other that is
solved by DFSH-post.
The generated ER network samples have many edges, although the p value of con-
necting each pair of nodes during generating ER networks was set to very small numbers
(i.e., less than p = 0.001), examples of number of edges for five different ER network sizes
are shown in Table 4.7. None of the tested approaches is able to outperform others based
on the results of binomial tests (significant at the 5% level) for the ER network samples.
The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of nodes by tested
approaches is shown in Figure 4.15 for ER benchmark networks. The centrality measures
and DFSH-post are unable to limit the size of the largest component of the ER networks
as good as what observed for other benchmark data since the ER networks contain much
more edges compared to other benchmark networks. For example, a generated ER net-
work of size 5000 and p = 0.001 contains about 70,000 edges while the maximum number
of edges for networks generated by other models with 5000 nodes is at most 20,000.
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(a) k = 1% of vertices (b) k = 10% of vertices
(c) k = 20% of vertices (d) k = 30% of vertices
(e) k = 40% of vertices (f) k = 50% of vertices
Figure 4.14: The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of ver-
tices by tested approaches for WS network samples.
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(a) k = 1% of vertices (b) k = 10% of vertices
(c) k = 20% of vertices (d) k = 30% of vertices
(e) k = 40% of vertices (f) k = 50% of vertices
Figure 4.15: The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of ver-
tices by tested approaches for ER network samples.
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The network samples generated by the FF model have a tree-like structure similar
to the BA model and also have a heavy tailed degree distribution because of preferential
attachment during network growth. Similar to what observed in BA networks, the close-
ness centrality is not able to result in lower objective values than other approaches since
it ranks the central nodes and their neighbours higher than other nodes that are more
important with regard to the objective of the CNDP. The effect on the objective value af-
ter removing different k number of nodes by tested approaches is shown in Figure 4.16
for FF benchmark networks. The effects on the objective value by the closeness is not
plotted because of the huge difference between its results and the results of the other
approaches, e.g., the closeness results in objective value about 730,000 for a FF network
of size 15,000 while the other approaches result in objective value less than 40,000 (more
examples are given in Table B.26). The degree centrality results in lower objective than
other approaches when k = 1% because of the heavy tailed degree distribution in the FF
networks.
In overall, DFSH-post is competing with the best approaches in all tested k-values
since the post processing procedure helps the heuristic to deselect unnecessary nodes
(the nodes that had many neighbours in set L) and select new important nodes instead.
In total 30 cases of benchmark data and k-values, DFSH-post results in the lowest ob-
jective value in 23 cases as shown in Table 4.8, the comparisons between approaches for
each case are done based on binomial test (significant at the 5% level). As bolded in Table
4.9, DFSH-post has the highest number of wins among other approaches. The runtime
and objective values resulted by tested approaches in different network sizes for each
tested network model are given in Appendix B. The runtime of degree centrality, PageR-
ank, and DFSH-post is less than 10 seconds in all tested networks, while closeness and
betweenness need much more time to complete, and their runtime goes up to about 180
seconds. The degree centrality has the lowest runtime among other approaches.
Discussion
The comparison between DFSH-post and tested centrality measures shows that the
quality of solution of DFSH-post is as good as or better than DFSH itself in all tested
benchmark suites. Moreover, the results of comparisons between DFSH-post and tested
centrality measures suggest that the proposed heuristic results in better objective value
than the other approaches in many cases (23 out of 30). The runtime of the proposed
heuristic is much less than closeness and betweenness while the objective value re-
sulted by the heuristic is better than those approaches in many cases. Since the weights
of DFSH-post are tuned for tested benchmark data, comparing its results to other ap-
proaches may not seem fair. In this regard, DFSH-post is compared to the centrality
measures in unseen benchmarks in the next section.
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(a) k = 1% of vertices (b) k = 10% of vertices
(c) k = 20% of vertices (d) k = 30% of vertices
(e) k = 40% of vertices (f) k = 50% of vertices
Figure 4.16: The effect on the objective value after removing different k number of ver-
tices by tested approaches for FF network samples. The closeness is not plotted since
the objective values resulted by that approach are higher than the results of other tested
approaches.
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4.4 Small Size Networks
Ventresca [72] presented two population based approaches (SA and PBIL) for the
CNDP. He compared the objective values resulted by those population based approaches
to each other and to random deletion of nodes. In this section the results of the proposed
heuristic are compared to the results of population based approaches in [72].
4.4.1 Benchmark Networks
The comparisons are made based on 16 different benchmark networks generated by
the BA-m1, FF, ER, and WS models. The size of benchmark networks varies from 250 to
5000 nodes, which are considered as small networks. The number of vertices, edges, and
critical nodes to be deleted (k-value) for each network sample is given in Table 4.10.
Problem Vertices Edges k
FF250 250 400 50
FF500 500 792 110
FF1000 1000 1633 150
FF2000 2000 4046 200
ER235 235 349 50
ER465 465 699 80
ER940 940 1399 140
ER2343 2343 3499 200
BA500 500 499 50
BA1000 1000 999 75
BA2500 2500 2499 100
BA5000 5000 4999 150
WS250 250 1250 70
WS500 500 1500 125
WS1000 1000 5000 200
WS1500 1500 4500 265
Table 4.10: The number of edges and vertices of small networks and their related number
of k-critical nodes
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4.4.2 Experimental Results and Discussions
The SA and PBIL approaches were run for 30 trials, and the minimum, average, and
maximum objective values for each benchmark instance are calculated [72]. In order
to compare the results of the proposed heuristics and other centrality measures given
in Section 2.5 to these population based approaches, the minimum objective value re-
sulted by the SA and PBIL during 30 trials is used as their best results. The effect on the
objective value by each approach are presented in Table 4.11, and the lowest objective
value for each benchmark network is bolded in order to indicate the winner. The last row
in Table 4.11 calculates the number of times each approach has the best result.
DFSH-post results in objective value as good or better than DFSH for all tested bench-
marks. The ER benchmark instances generated in [72] had much less number of edges
than what is used in the ER networks generated here, which consequently led to differ-
ent results than in Section 4.3. As can be seen, the results of DFSH are similar to other
centrality measures in the ER networks, where using the proposed post-processing pro-
cedure results in lower objective values than DFSH. Except for the closeness, the effect
on the objective value by other centrality measures are close to each other, e.g., the ob-
jective values for BA500 are 240, 269, and 238 for the degree centrality, betweenness,
and PageRank, respectively. The closeness results in higher objective values than other
approaches in most of the cases (12 out of 16) since closeness ranks the central nodes
and their neighbours higher than other nodes that are more important to be removed
with regard to the objective of the CNDP. The results show that the effect on the objec-
tive value after removing nodes calculated by closeness is comparable to other centrality
measures for the WS networks because of the lack of heavy tailed degree distribution
and community structure. Similar to the results of binomial tests presented in Section
4.3, the DFSH-post results in objective values that are always among the best objective
values, and also it results in the lowest objective value among other tested approaches
for most of the benchmark problems (11 out of 16 problems).
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Problem SA PBIL DFSH DFSH-post Deg Close Between Page
ER235 38 84 0.004 0.004 0.002 0.009 0.013 0.003
ER465 110 183 0.01 0.013 0.003 0.022 0.031 0.007
ER940 361 469 0.015 0.017 0.004 0.11 0.13 0.011
ER2343 1931 2171 0.047 0.049 0.013 0.57 0.84 0.028
BA500 66 126 0.006 0.007 0.003 0.018 0.067 0.005
BA1000 172 264 0.012 0.013 0.006 0.065 0.15 0.01
BA2500 840 1178 0.029 0.031 0.018 0.38 0.65 0.023
BA5000 3154 3515 0.061 0.064 0.03 1.57 2.78 0.048
WS250 70 135 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.011 0.018 0.006
WS500 173 263 0.01 0.01 0.007 0.037 0.079 0.009
WS1000 548 676 0.019 0.02 0.01 0.16 0.24 0.013
WS1500 1816 2064 0.027 0.029 0.017 0.23 0.38 0.021
FF250 37 88 0.008 0.009 0.002 0.01 0.013 0.006
FF500 156 233 0.013 0.014 0.003 0.021 0.077 0.009
FF1000 410 509 0.02 0.022 0.005 0.1 0.16 0.018
FF2000 1723 1961 0.034 0.035 0.008 0.39 0.57 0.032
Table 4.12: The runtime (in seconds) of the population based approaches, proposed
heuristics, and centrality measures
The average runtime of the SA and PBIL approaches [72] and the runtime of the pro-
posed heuristics and centrality measures are given in Table 4.12 for all network samples.
As expected, the degree centrality has the lowest runtime among other non-population
based approaches and the proposed heuristic is in the third place after the PageRank.
Discussion
DFSH-post showed a promising improvement on the quality of solution of DFSH in
small benchmark networks presented in [72] as expected from the results of binomial
test comparisons presented in previous section. Also, DFSH-post results in objective val-
ues that are less than the other tested approaches in most of the benchmark problems
(11 out of 16 problems), and its runtime is the third fastest after degree centrality and
PageRank approaches. According to the results given in this section, DFSH-post still per-
forms well in unseen benchmark data which indicates that the weights of the proposed
heuristic are properly tuned for tested network models.
Chapter 5
Real-world Networks
The proposed heuristic DFSH-post was evaluated in Chapter 4 using benchmark data
generated by different network models. DFSH-post was also evaluated based on com-
parisons between the resulting objective values of DFSH-post and different centrality
measures. Each of the tested network models attempted to model a specific behaviour
observed in real-world networks, such as the power-law degree distribution or the small-
world property. However, real-world networks may not have exactly the same charac-
teristics as observed in the aforementioned benchmarks. For example, the WS model
generates small-world networks with clustering coefficient around 0.45 while Watts and
Strogatz presented a small-world Film actors network with 0.79 clustering coefficient
[75]. In order to further evaluate the performance of DFSH-post and centrality measures
on unseen data, 14 real-world networks of sizes varying from hundreds to millions of
nodes are utilized. Table 5.1 represents the number of nodes, edges, average path length,
clustering coefficient, average degree of nodes, initial cut vertices and initial bridges for
each of the tested real-world networks. These networks represent real objects and the
connections between them (e.g., communication networks, roads, diseases, and social
networks). The employed real-world networks are described below with the applications
of the CNDP in each of these networks.
The USAir97 network [61] represents the flight connections between major US air-
ports in 1997. The nodes represent the airports, and there is a link between two nodes if
a flight connection exists between those two cities. It is important to find critical airports
in this network since the removal of those nodes minimizes the aerial access and con-
sequently jam the aerial network, the aerial access is the pairwise connectivity between
two cities as defined in the CNDP (Eq. (2.2)).
Three disease networks were proposed by Goh et al. [39] based on the relations be-
tween disease genes and genetic disorders. The Human-Disease network represents the
relation between disorders, where the nodes are disorders and two nodes are connected
if there is at least one gene that is implicated in both of them (e.g., breast cancer and
prostate cancer are connected since three genes are implicated in both). The Gene-
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Disease network contains the disease genes as nodes and two genes are connected if
they are implicated in at least one common disorder. The Bipartite-Disease network
shows the relation between genes and disorders, where the genes and disorders are rep-
resented as nodes and a gene v is connected to a disorder u if mutations on gene v cause
the disorder u. Finding the critical nodes in these disease networks helps to point out
which disorders or disease genes are most important to be cured.
The Hep-th (high energy physics theory) citation network [53] represents the cita-
tions between different papers, where nodes represent papers submitted from 1993 to
2003 and edges represent citations between them. Finding the critical nodes of the
Hep-th citation network reveals the papers that are more influential in different sub-
communities of the network.
The Email network [54] is a communication network, where each node is an email
address and two nodes are connected if at least one email is exchanged between them.
Eliminating the critical nodes in the Email network minimizes the damage of spreading
viruses such as MyDoom [76] that spread via email.
The Internet network [11] represents the communications between about 125,000
computers, and there is a link between two computers if they communicate through the
Internet. Finding critical nodes is important in order to prevent the spread of dangerous
viruses through the Internet network.
The Marker, Youtube and LiveJournal networks [30, 31, 78] are on-line social net-
works that represent the friendship between users in an Israelis on-line social network
website, the Youtube website and an on-line blogging community, respectively. In these
social networks, the nodes represent the users and two nodes are connected if they add
each other as friends. In order to prevent rumour spreading in these social networks,
the most critical nodes (users) in the network should be determined and then prevented
from spreading the rumour. Moreover, finding critical nodes in such social networks is
important for the purpose of targeted marketing advertising.
The PA, EA, and CA Road networks [54] represent the road systems of Pennsylvania,
Texas, and California, respectively, where the nodes represent the intersections and the
roads connecting intersections to each other are represented as links. Blocking the most
critical intersections of a state road network results in minimum pairwise connectivity
between different areas of a state and consequently jams the traffic.
The Skitter network [53] is an Internet topology network gathered in 2005 that rep-
resents the connections between over 1.5 million routers in the Internet. The critical
routers should be protected from viruses or worms in order to minimize their spread
through the Internet. Moreover, in the sense of attacking the Internet, the viruses can
attack the most critical routers in order to spread faster.
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Network n m D C 〈k〉 ζ ξ
USAir97 232 1635 2.52 0.44 14.09 33 17
Human Disease 516 1188 6.508 0.43 4.604 111 112
Gene Disease 903 6760 5.933 0.84 14.972 57 107
Bipartite Disease 1723 1932 9.624 0.0003 2.242 1253 552
Hep-citation 24,402 332,014 3.314 0.048 27.212 1309 1203
Email 33,696 180,811 4.025 0.085 10.731 9682 1236
Marker 69,317 1,644,794 3.059 0.045 47.457 15,672 5629
Internet 124,651 193,620 11.277 0.038 3.106 55,455 37,656
Youtube 1,134,890 2,987,624 5.279 0.006 5.265 667,090 223,409
PA Road 1,087,562 1,541,514 307.975 0.059 2.834 216,775 193,743
TX Road 1,351,137 1,879,201 415.713 0.06 2.781 286,621 256,484
CA Road 1,957,027 2,760,388 311.547 0.06 2.821 372,704 326,965
Skitter 1,694,616 11,094,209 5.074 0.005 13.093 231,165 111,350
Live Journal 3,997,962 34,681,189 5.57 0.125 17.349 821,887 594,079
Table 5.1: The basic characteristics of 14 real-world networks. The measured quantities
are: number of vertices n, number of edges m, average path length D , clustering coeffi-
cient C , average degree 〈k〉, number of bridges ζ, and number of cut vertices ξ.
As mentioned in Chapter 4, the purpose of tuning the weights of the proposed heuris-
tic was to be able to run DFSH-post on unseen networks and gain similar performance
as observed in the benchmark data without re-tuning. However, the properties of tested
real-world networks are significantly different than what is observed in the benchmarks
generated by various network models that were presented in Chapter 4. The weights
tuned for BA, ER, and WS networks are not suitable to be used for the utilized real-world
networks, the reasons are given in below.
As shown in Table 5.1, there exist cut vertices and bridges in all tested real-world
networks, but no cut vertex or bridge exists in the networks generated by WS model, and
BA-m2 networks do not contain any bridges as well. The BA-m1 networks have zero
clustering coefficient (C = 0) while the clustering coefficient for all real-world networks
is C > 0. Moreover, Newman [59] stated that the clustering coefficient of an ER network
is
C = p = 〈k〉
n
(5.1)
where 〈k〉 is the average degree of the network and n is the size of the network, which
tends to zero as n →∞ and 〈k〉 is a constant. Also, the ER networks do not have any of
the common properties observed in real-world networks that were mentioned in Section
2.3, so the weights tuned for the ER networks are not likely to be suitable for any of the
real-world networks.
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Hence, the tuned weights for the FF model are the most suitable among other net-
work models to be used for the real-world networks. Since the clustering coefficient and
average degree of nodes for the FF networks are around C ≈ 0.2,〈k〉 ≈ 3 (shown in Table
4.6), the FF networks are also different than the real-world networks presented in Table
5.1.
The four small real-world USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks are plotted in Figures 5.1 through 5.4 in order to show the difference be-
tween the topology of the real-world networks and the network models presented in
Section 4.1. As can be seen from Figures 5.1 through 5.4, the network models with the
most similar topologies to the real-world networks are BA and FF models. Those network
models produce tree-based networks with branches that start to grow as more nodes are
added to the network (preferential attachment), while a number of connections between
different branches exist in the networks shown in Figures 5.1 through 5.4.
Figure 5.1: The USAir97 network with 232 vertices and 1635 edges
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Figure 5.2: The Human Disease network with 516 vertices and 1188 edges
Figure 5.3: The Gene Disease network with 903 vertices and 6760 edges
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Figure 5.4: The Bipartite Disease network with 1723 vertices and 1932 edges
The distribution of weights in different network models (given in Section 4.2) showed
the effect of selecting a good set of weights on the performance of DFSH-post. As stated
above, the most suitable weights between the network models presented in Section 4.1
to be used for the real-world networks are those of the FF model. However, in order to
show the quality of DFSH-post when the sets of weights are tuned particularly for a net-
work, the weight tuning procedure for DFSH-post was performed on the four small size
real-world networks (the USAir97 and three disease networks), i.e., re-tuned and previ-
ously tuned results will be shown. Table 5.2 shows determined weights for the USAir97,
Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Disease networks. According to the calcu-
lated weights, it can be concluded that cut vertices and bridges are more important with
regard to the objective of the CNDP since their calculated weights are higher than the
other two weights for local bridges and regular nodes.
The effect on the objective value by the newly tuned weights given in Table 5.2 and
the weights tuned for the FF model are shown in Table 5.3 for the four small real-world
networks. As can be seen in Table 5.3, the re-tuned weights result in lower objective
values than the weights tuned for the FF model.
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USAir97 Human Disease
k-value w1 w2 w3 w4 θ w1 w2 w3 w4 θ
1% 0 0 0 0.4 0.5 0 0.25 0 0.4 0.4
10% 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.1 0.5 0.1 0.4 0.55 1 0.4
20% 0.1 0.1 0.55 0.85 0.9 0.1 0.4 1.45 0.7 0.55
30% 0.1 1 1.6 1.6 0.9 0.1 1.45 0.85 0.25 0.6
40% 0.1 1.6 0.1 0.4 0.85 0.1 0.7 0.1 1 0.65
50% 0.1 0.1 0.55 1.45 0.9 0.1 0.85 0.85 1 0.95
Gene Disease Bipartite Disease
w1 w2 w3 w4 θ w1 w2 w3 w4 θ
1% 0 0.25 0.1 0.85 0.5 0.1 0.25 0.7 0.85 0.3
10% 0.1 1.6 1.45 1.15 0.6 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.55 0.3
20% 0.1 0.25 1 0.7 0.65 0.1 0.25 0.55 0.85 0.6
30% 0.25 0.4 0.4 0.55 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.85 0.4 0.65
40% 0.25 0.7 0.1 0.25 0.6 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.85 1
50% 0.1 0.1 1 1.6 0.6 0.1 0.25 0.85 0.4 1
Table 5.2: The set of weights and threshold that had the lowest objective value among
other tested weights per each k-value for the USAir97 and three disease networks
The distribution of objective values of all tested sets of weights are plotted in order
to show the effect of tuning the weights on the performance of the proposed heuristic.
The distribution of objective values on weights when k = 1% is shown in Figure 5.5 for
the four small real-world networks, and the plots of the distribution of objective values
for other k-values are given in Appendix C.
As can be seen in Figure 5.5, only a few sets of weights result in the minimum ob-
jective value among the other tested weights for the USAir97, Human Disease, and Gene
Disease networks. Moreover, there exist sets of weights that result in objective values
almost two times higher than the lowest value found in tested weights for the USAir97,
Human Disease, and Gene Disease networks. Hence, selecting proper weights has a high
effect on the quality of solution of the proposed heuristic for the USAir97, Human Dis-
ease, and Gene Disease networks. As can be seen in Figure 5.5(d), a few sets of weights
result in objective values more than twice as high as the lowest objective value found
from tested sets of weights in the Bipartite Disease network. Therefore, selecting proper
weights of the proposed heuristic is considered an easier problem for Bipartite Disease
network than the other three networks. The distributions of objective values for higher
k-values (given in Appendix C) showed that the objective values calculated by tested
weights are in a long range. For example, the lowest objective value found from tested
weights for the USAir97 network is 7771 when k = 10%, while the highest objective value
found from tested weights is 18,732 which is about three times higher than what the
heuristic can actually achieve. Based on the comparisons between the objective val-
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ues resulted by re-tuned weights for the four small real-world networks and the weights
tuned for the FF model, it can be concluded that selecting proper sets of weights may
improve the performance of the proposed heuristic high enough to outperform other
approaches that were tested in this thesis. For example, by using the weights tuned for
the FF model, the proposed heuristic loses to other approaches in 4 out of 6 different
k-values, while the heuristic with re-tuned weights results in minimum objective value
in all tested k-values.
The effect on the objective values after removing different k number of nodes by
DFSH-post and centrality measures are calculated for each of the real-world networks.
The weights tuned for the FF model are used in DFSH-post for the real-world networks.
The procedures to calculate the outputs of centrality measures that take longer than four
hours were excluded from comparisons due to limited available resources. The runtime
(in seconds) of the approaches for the tested real-world networks is given in Table C.15.
As can be seen in Table C.15, the closeness and betweenness centrality measures are
excluded from the experiments for the real-world networks of size one million or larger
since their runtime takes more than four hours (the run time of the closeness for the PA
Road network is actually about 28 hours). The runtime for DFSH-post is less than an
hour for networks with up to two million nodes and three million edges, and it is the
third fast approach after degree centrality and PageRank. The effect on the objective
values by the tested approaches for all of the tested real-world networks and k-values
are given in Appendix C. The approaches that result in the lowest objective value among
other tested approaches are reported in Table 5.4 per each k-value for the real-world
networks. Since the closeness and betweenness were excluded from comparisons for the
real-world networks of size larger than one million, the comparisons were only between
DFSH-post, degree centrality and PageRank.
USAir97 Human Disease Gene Disease Bipartite Disease
k-value new FF new FF new FF new FF
1% 21,749 25,651 55,362 104,415 247,067 372,077 697,455 714,031
10% 7771 7771 1327 1551 7544 8603 1532 3013
20% 415 2425 397 415 3331 3395 212 247
30% 119 1109 194 202 2260 2363 31 85
40% 42 54 90 97 1432 1533 1 11
50% 5 472 28 69 773 4747 0 0
Table 5.3: The objective values of the USAir97 and three disease networks calculated by
the re-tuned weights and the weights tuned for the FF model per each k-value. The lower
objective value is bolded per k-value for each of the real-world networks.
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure 5.5: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the four
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 1%
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k USAir97 Human-D Gene-D Bipartite-D Hep-citation Email Marker
1% Between Between Between Page, Deg Between Between Between
10% DFSH DFSH DFSH Deg Between Deg Between
20% Page DFSH DFSH DFSH Between Page Page
30% Page DFSH Page DFSH Between DFSH Page
40% DFSH DFSH Page Page DFSH DFSH Between
50% Page DFSH Page all except Close Page DFSH DFSH
Internet Youtube PA Road TX Road CA Road Skitter L-Journal
1% Page Page Page Page Page Page Page
10% Deg Page Deg Deg Deg Page Page
20% Page Page Deg Deg Deg Page Page
30% DFSH Page Deg Deg Deg DFSH Page
40% DFSH Page DFSH DFSH DFSH DFSH Deg
50% DFSH DFSH, Deg DFSH DFSH DFSH DFSH DFSH
Table 5.4: The approach that results in the lowest objective value among other tested
approaches per k-value in the tested real-world networks, DFSH-post heuristic is abbre-
viated as DFSH in this table.
DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
31 0 12 16 30
Table 5.5: The number of times each approach results in the lowest objective value per
k-value for the tested real-world networks, the total number of cases is 84.
The number of times that each approach results in the lowest objective value among
the other approaches for the tested real-world networks is shown in Table 5.5. Based
on the results given in Table 5.5, the proposed methodology wins at 31 cases out of the
total 84 cases, which is bolded as the winner with highest number of times that result
in the lowest objective value (it won one more than PageRank). Similar to the results of
the benchmarking experiments, the closeness centrality did not outperform other ap-
proaches in any of the tested cases. The betweenness centrality measure won at 12 cases
of the real-world networks of size smaller than one million nodes (its value was not cal-
culated for the larger networks). As shown in Table C.15, the degree centrality is the
fastest approach among others, its run time for the Live Journal network was less than 3
seconds. However, the degree centrality results in the lowest objective value in only 16
cases, which puts it in the third place as shown in Table 5.5. The PageRank was the best
among other centrality measures by resulting in the lowest objective value in 30 cases
and being the second fastest approach after the degree centrality. Moreover, since the
difference between DFSH-post and PageRank in the number of times that each of them
results in minimum objective value is only one case, the PageRank is fairly comparable
to DFSH-post in case of quality of solution for the real-world networks.
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Discussion
The effect on the objective value after removing nodes selected by DFSH-post was
compared to the other centrality measures in 14 real-world networks, and the results
suggest that DFSH-post wins at highest number of cases among the other approaches
(in 31 out of 84 cases), although the PageRank results in the lowest objective value at 30
cases that is close to DFSH-post.
The weights of DFSH-post are re-tuned for four small networks. The results of com-
parisons between the effect on the objective values by new weights and the weights of FF
model show that the proposed heuristic results in minimum objective value in all cases
when the weights are properly tuned. In conclusion, although DFSH-post has the high-
est number of times that its objective value is the lowest, it can still perform better when
the weights are properly tuned.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
The critical node detection problem is an NP-complete problem, which means that
no polynomial algorithm exists to solve it, unless P = N P . Therefore, heuristics need
to be developed to find good solutions. The CNDP is of particular interest because of
the growing attention to networks in real-world and to solve this problem for them (e.g.,
finding the most critical members of a terrorist communication network). The CNDP
has many real-world applications, and some of them (such as social networks) grow over
time, their sizes may exceed millions of nodes. Previous works on the CNDP did not fo-
cus on very large network data. The aim of this thesis was to design fast and efficient
heuristics applicable on large networks. A DFS-based heuristic was designed to crawl
the network to gather information about the nodes in order to use them for ranking the
nodes and then select the k highest ranked nodes as the k critical nodes. Since the pro-
posed DFS-based heuristic was not able to outperform other approaches in most of the
cases, a post-processing procedure was developed to boost its performance. The pro-
posed post-processing procedure deselects nodes where the number of their neighbours
is greater than a given threshold θ.
In order to assess the performance of the proposed heuristic with post-processing
procedure DFSH-post, various benchmark suites containing networks of different sizes
were generated by the network models presented in Section 4.1. Each of the network
models has different characteristics and topologies, and the weights and threshold θ of
the DFSH-post were tuned for each network model based on experiments on the gener-
ated benchmark suites. After tuning the weights, the performance of the DFSH-post was
compared to the centrality based approaches presented in Section 2.5, and the results
of comparisons showed that the DFSH-post is the best approach since it won in 23 out
of total 30 cases. Moreover, the results of the proposed post-processing procedure were
compared to the DFS-based heuristic based on binomial tests on the objective values
calculated by them for all of the generated benchmark suites. The results of compar-
isons showed that DFSH-post has either the same performance as DFSH or better than it
in all tested benchmark networks. The performance of the centrality based approaches
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and proposed heuristic were also compared to the population based approaches SA and
PBIL introduced by Ventresca [72] for the 16 benchmarks presented in [72], and DFSH-
post was again the winner by resulting in the lowest objective value in 11 out of the total
16 cases.
Moreover, DFSH-post and proposed centrality based approaches were compared to
each other in 14 real-world networks. Based on the characteristics of the real-world net-
works, it was concluded that the weights tuned for the FF model are the most suitable
among other network models to be used for DFSH-post. In order to show the quality of
DFSH-post when proper sets of weights are selected, the weights were re-tuned by ex-
periments for four small real-world networks. The closeness and betweenness central-
ity measures were unable to finish their calculations in proper time (less than 4 hours)
for networks with more than one million nodes, and therefore they were disregarded in
comparisons for those networks. DFSH-post was again the winner approach among oth-
ers by resulting in the lowest objective value in 31 out of the total 84 cases. In conclusion,
the proposed methodology showed better performance than centrality measures in both
of the benchmark data and real-world networks.
The critical node detection problem has future works in both theoretical and exper-
imental aspects. In the sense of designing heuristics more powerful than the one pre-
sented in this thesis, designing a fast algorithm that is able to find the next selected node
based on the effect of removing the previously selected nodes from the graph may im-
prove the results. Similar works to this algorithm was done by Holme et al. [42] by re-
calculating the betweenness and degree centrality values of the nodes after removing a
node from the network. Their results showed that the recalculated centrality measures
had better performance than the regular versions in the tested networks [42]. An easy
way to do this recalculation is to perform the heuristic after deleting each node and it
takes approximately k-times longer to complete the ranking procedure.
The weights of the heuristic tuned for different network models were unable to result
in minimum objective value among other approaches for real-world networks in many
cases (in 53 out of 84 cases). The reason is that the characteristics of tested network
models are different than what is observed in real-world networks, they are different
in clustering coefficient, number of edges, etc. Therefore, it is suggested to find other
network models that have topological features more similar to real-world networks and
tune the weights of the proposed heuristic for them. Moreover, a faster heuristic that can
compete with degree centrality and PageRank needs to be developed.
Although tuning the weights in the proposed heuristic helps to maintain the quality
of solution of the algorithm for different network topologies, it needs time for comput-
ing proper weights. Therefore, future works also include developing heuristics that do
not need weight tuning procedure and their quality of solution is competitive to the pro-
posed heuristic.
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Since the CNDP is only formally defined for unweighted and undirected networks,
there is a lot of room to define the problem on weighted, directed, or even weighted
directed networks, and then design and develop proper heuristics for them.
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Appendix A
Earlier designed heuristics and
results of experimental comparisons
A.1 Earlier designed approaches
A.1.1 RANKH-prev1
The aim of this ranking function is to rank the nodes that have a vertex attribute
(cut vertex) higher than other nodes without that vertex attribute. The ranking function
was designed so that the ranks assigned to cut vertices are higher than the nodes that
belong to a local bridge, then regular nodes, and finally the rank of nodes of degree one
which is zero. In other words, a cut vertex will have higher rank than any node that is
not a cut vertex, and an endpoint of a local bridge receives higher rank than other nodes
that are not cut vertices. In order to rank between cut vertices, the value λi ,G was used,
which is defined in Section 3.2. The ratio of the node’s degree to the maximum degree
of nodes was used to rank between endpoints of local bridges. For a regular node that
has degree higher than 1, the maximum vertex similarity value between that node and its
neighbours was used to rank between nodes that are neither a cut vertex nor an endpoint
of a local bridge. The RANKH-prev1 ranking function is formulated as:
RANKH-prev1(i )=

2+ (1−λi ,G ) if i is a cut vertex
1+ deg (i )
∆(G)+1 if i is not a cut vertex and is an endpoint of a local bridge








where λi ,G and ∆(G) have the same definition as given in Section 3.2.
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As mentioned earlier, the value (1−λi ,G ) is in the range (0,1] and by adding 2 to this
value the range will be changed to (2,3]. The value
deg (i )
∆(G)+1 is also in the range (0,1] and
its range is changed to (1,2] after adding 1 to it. The value (1−VS(i , j )) is in the range
(0,1] since the vertex similarity value between two nodes is in the range (0,1] for non-
local bridges. Therefore, all nodes of a graph G are ranked in the range (0,3] except for
nodes of degree 1 that are assigned to rank 0.
The main problem of this ranking function is that not always the k most critical
nodes are all cut vertices, or even endpoints of local bridges. As an example, two nodes
are marked with minus and plus signs in Figure 3.1 (in the left side of the graph) that are
cut vertices and both have degree 2. After removing the node with minus sign from the
graph, a disconnected component containing the node with plus sign and its neighbour
is produced, where both of them have degree 1, and therefore it is not logical to always
select all cut vertices first since there might exist other nodes in the graph that their re-
moval decreases the objective value of the induced subgraph much more than the nodes
similar to the one with plus sign in Figure 3.1.
A.1.2 RANKH-prev2
This ranking function was designed in order to assign higher ranks to cut vertices
than other nodes, so an extra value (α+1) is added to the rank of each cut vertex to reach
this goal, where α is the maximum rank of non-cut vertices. The purpose of this ranking
function was to rank the nodes in a more complex way than RANKH-prev1 and assign a
score for each edge of a non-cut vertex. The sum notation in Eq. (A.2) adds all scores of




(α+1)+ (1−λi ,G ) if i is a cut vertex
−∞ if i has degree 1∑
j∈Γ(i )
(






+ (1−β(i , j ))(w1(1−VS (i , j )))) otherwise
(A.2)
where β(i , j ) is equal to 1 if there exists a local bridge between nodes i and j , and it is
equal to 0 otherwise. In order to calculate the best set of undetermined weights w1 and
w2, statistical experiments were done on different range of weights with the same exper-
imental setup as given in Subsection 3.2.1, the results of these experiments are given in
Section A.2.
This ranking function has the same deficiency as mentioned for the RANKH-prev1,
since this ranking function assigns ranks to all cut vertices higher than other nodes in
the graph, and there are situations that this strategy is not good enough (similar to the
example given in Section A.1.1). The cut vertices are very important due to the fact that
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their deletion disconnects the network, which reduces the objective value of the input
graph, but in tree-based networks many cut vertices exist and an optimal answer may
only contain a few cut vertices and the rest are endpoints of local bridges or regular
nodes. Figure A.1 shows the nodes selected by an optimal solution and the RANKH-prev2
in a Forest Fire network with 75 nodes and k = 20, the nodes are coloured in the same
way as described for Figure 3.1. Two double circled optimal nodes in dark grey color that
were only selected by the optimal solution are shown in Figure A.1 and none of them is a
cut vertex, while the RANKH-prev2 only selected cut vertices.
A.1.3 Previous post-processing procedures
Two post-processing procedures were designed prior to the one presented in Section
3.3, which aimed to penalize the neighbours of a vertex with the highest rank. The idea
was to remove the node with the highest rank and give penalties to its neighbours since
removing the highest ranked node has effect on its neighbours, at least their degree is
reduced by 1. This post-processing procedure is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Previous post-processing procedure
Require: Graph G = (V ,E)
1: L :=;
2: while |L| < k do
3: pick node u with the highest rank in graph G




8: L := L∪ {u}
9: end while
The penalties used in post-prev1 and post-prev2 procedures are different, and they
were compared based on experimental comparisons in order to determine which penalty
strategy is better to be used. The penalty value for neighbours of a node v in post-prev1
procedure is calculated by:
penalty= 1− Rank(v)bmax.rankc+1 (A.3)
and the penalty for a node v in post-prev2 is calculated by:
penalty= Rank(v)bmax.rankc+1 (A.4)
where max.rank is the highest rank found among all nodes in the given input graph G .
The purpose of equations (A.3) and (A.4) is to penalize the neighbours of a node v based
on its rank. In other words, the neighbours of a node that received the highest rank from
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a ranking function will get the lowest penalty in post-prev1 and the highest penalty in
post-prev2 procedure.
These post-processing procedures were unable to improve the results of ranking
functions since the penalty value is the same for any k-value. A node which has 2 or
3 selected neighbours may receive too much penalties, while that node is still needed to
be selected for a large k-value. A visual example is shown in Figure A.1, where the black
node in double circles is connected to two other black nodes on its left side. The rank of
the double circled black node is 2.3448 since bαc = 1 and the (1−λi ,G ) value for that node
is 0.3448. The two black coloured nodes connected to the double circled node from the
left are also cut vertices, the minimum penalty of Eq. (A.4) for a cut vertex is 0.5 since
minimum possible Rank(v) for a cut vertex in this graph is 2 and the highest possible
value of max.rank is 3. After that post-prev2 assigns minimum penalty 0.5 to the double
circled node, its rank is reduced to 1.3448, which is less than all other cut vertices. The
same problem occurs when using the penalty of post-prev1, since its minimum value is
0.5 for a cut vertex as well. Notice that in the induced subgraph after deletion of those two
black coloured nodes that were neighbours of the double circled black node, the compo-
nent containing that node will be separated into 3 components after its removal, which is
considered a good choice in order to minimize the pairwise connectivity of the induced
subgraph. It can be concluded that the post-prev1 and post-prev2 procedures are not
suitable post processing procedures due to the fact that they penalize nodes more than
expected. The results of experimental comparisons between previous ranking functions
and post-processing procedures are given in the next section.
A.2 Detailed comparisons between earlier designed heuristics
In order to compare the negative approaches, the undetermined weights of RANKH-
prev2 are needed to be calculated per each dataset of benchmark networks. Table A.1
shows the best set of weights found for each k-value for all network models.
BA-m1 BA-m2 WS ER FF
k-value w1 w2 w1 w2 w1 w2 w1 w2 w1 w2
1% 0 0.4 0 0.1 0.1 0 0.1 0 0 0.4
10% 0 0.4 0 0.25 0.2 0 0.25 0.7 0 0.4
20% 0 0.4 0 0.25 0.7 0.25 0 0.1 0 0.7
30% 0 0.4 0 0.25 0.85 0.55 0.1 0.85 0 0.1
40% 0 0.4 0 0.85 0.25 0.85 0.1 0.4 0 0.1
50% 0 0.4 0.1 0.85 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.55 0.85 0
Table A.1: The best set of weights of RANKH-prev2 per each k-value for all benchmark
models
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Tables A.2 through A.6 show the results of comparisons between RANKH-prev2 and
post-prev1 procedure for all network models. Tables A.7 through A.11 represent the com-
parisons between RANKH-prev2 and post-prev2 procedure for all network models. Ac-
cording to the results, neither post-prev1 nor post-prev2 procedure was able to outper-
form the RANKH-prev2 on all cases. The results of comparisons between the RANKH-
prev1, RANKH-prev2, and DFSH-post are presented in tables A.12 through A.16 for all
network models. Based on the results DFSH-post wins in 28 cases out of 30.
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 68 30 2 ∼ 0
10% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
40% 0 100 0 1
50% 0 100 0 1
Table A.2: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev1 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 94 6 0 ∼ 0
10% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
40% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
50% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
Table A.3: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev1 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 91 9 0 ∼ 0
10% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
40% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
50% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
Table A.4: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev1 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 20 80 0 0.15
20% 92 8 0 ∼ 0
30% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
40% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
50% 97 3 0 ∼ 0
Table A.5: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev1 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 20 1 1
20% 0 20 1 1
30% 0 19 2 0.87
40% 0 19 2 0.87
50% 0 20 1 1
Table A.6: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev1 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
10% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
40% 1 99 0 1
50% 1 99 0 1
Table A.7: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev2 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
10% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
40% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
50% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
Table A.8: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev2 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
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Figure A.1: A network sample with 75 nodes, where the shaded nodes represent the op-
timal and RANKH-prev2 solutions. Black coloured nodes are in both solutions, while
the grey and grey nodes with multiplication notation (×) only appeared in the optimal
solution and RANKH-prev2, respectively.
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 94 6 0 ∼ 0
10% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
20% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
30% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
40% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
50% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
Table A.9: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev2 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 20 80 0 0.15
20% 92 8 0 ∼ 0
30% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
40% 0 8 92 ∼ 0
50% 32 68 0 0.016
Table A.10: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev2 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 20 1 1
20% 0 20 1 1
30% 0 19 2 0.87
40% 0 18 3 0.74
50% 0 19 2 0.87
Table A.11: Number of wins, ties, and losses of the RANKH-prev2 against post-prev2 with
the p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
k-value RANKH-prev1 RANKH-prev2 DFSH-post
1% 100 100 100
10% 0 0 100
20% 0 0 100
30% 0 0 100
40% 100 100 100
50% 100 100 100
Table A.12: Number of wins of the RANKH-prev1, RANKH-prev2 and DFSH-post on 100
BA-m1 network sizes, where each network size contains 20 network samples
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k-value RANKH-prev1 RANKH-prev2 DFSH-post
1% 45 2 69
10% 8 1 93
20% 0 0 100
30% 0 0 100
40% 0 0 100
50% 0 7 99
Table A.13: Number of wins of the RANKH-prev1, RANKH-prev2 and DFSH-post on 100
BA-m2 network sizes, where each network size contains 20 network samples
k-value RANKH-prev1 RANKH-prev2 DFSH-post
1% 1 1 99
10% 0 0 100
20% 0 0 100
30% 0 0 100
40% 0 0 100
50% 0 0 100
Table A.14: Number of wins of the RANKH-prev1, RANKH-prev2 and DFSH-post on 100
FF network sizes where each network size contains 20 network samples
k-value RANKH-prev1 RANKH-prev2 DFSH-post
1% 100 100 100
10% 6 70 99
20% 1 1 100
30% 5 0 99
40% 0 1 99
50% 0 0 100
Table A.15: Number of wins of the RANKH-prev1, DFSH-post and ALG-post on 100 WS
network sizes where each network size contains 20 network samples
k-value RANKH-prev1 RANKH-prev2 DFSH-post
1% 20 21 18
10% 17 20 18
20% 17 15 18
30% 13 15 17
40% 8 12 20
50% 3 5 20
Table A.16: Number of wins of the RANKH-prev1, RANKH-prev2 and DFSH-post on 100
ER network sizes where each network size contains 20 network samples
Appendix B
Detailed results of benchmarks
comparisons
The binomial test performs an exact test of the statistical significance of the differ-
ence between two categories A and B . The test requires as input the number of wins of
each category, and the output is a p-value that indicates whether the difference between
categories A and B is significant at the 5% level. When the calculated p-value is less than
0.05, it results that the category with higher number of wins is significantly (at the 5%
level) better than another.
Tables B.1 through B.5 show the results of binomial tests between DFSH and DFSH-
post for BA-m1, BA-m2, ER, WS, and FF network models, respectively.
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 0 2 98 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 3 97 ∼ 0
40% 0 100 0 1
50% 0 100 0 1
Table B.1: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH against DFSH-post with the p-value
of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 0 19 81 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 29 71 ∼ 0
Table B.2: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH against DFSH-post with the p-value
of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 21 0 1
20% 0 20 1 1
30% 0 19 2 0.87
40% 0 18 3 0.74
50% 0 13 8 0.22
Table B.3: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH against DFSH-post with the p-value
of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 0 100 0 1
20% 0 46 56 2.07 E−6
30% 0 5 95 5.006 E−24
40% 0 7 93 3.45 E−22
50% 0 1 99 8.046 E−29
Table B.4: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH against DFSH-post with the p-value
of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 0 3 97 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.5: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH against DFSH-post with the p-value
of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
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Table B.6 shows the results of binomial tests between closeness and betweenness
approaches for FF networks. Table B.7 shows the results between degree centrality and
betweenness, the degree centrality is the winner for k = 1%,10%,20%,40% and the be-
tweenness is the winner for k = 30%,50%. Table B.8 shows the results of comparisons
between winners of previous table and PageRank. Based on the results, degree central-
ity is the winner for k = 1%, PageRank is the winner for k = 10%,20%,30%,40%, and
betweenness is the winner for k = 50%. Table B.9 shows the results of comparisons be-
tween DFSH-post and the winner centrality measures from previous tables. DFSH-post
wins in k = 1%,10%,20%,30%,50%, the degree centrality wins in k = 1%, and PageRank
wins in k = 10%,40%. When two approaches tie in the final binomial test, they both are
considered as winner for that k-value.
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 4 96 ∼ 0
10% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.6: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness against betweenness with the
p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 13 87 ∼ 0
10% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
20% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
30% 36 64 0 0.006
40% 1 87 13 0.419
50% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
Table B.7: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness against degree centrality with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 93 7 0 ∼ 0
10% 0 4 96 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 75 25 0 ∼ 0
Table B.8: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness and degree centrality against
PageRank with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 1 90 9 0.61
10% 34 38 28 0.67
20% 44 56 0 0.001
30% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
40% 11 14 75 ∼ 0
50% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
Table B.9: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH-post against other centrality mea-
sures with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 FF networks
Table B.10 shows the results of binomial tests between closeness and betweenness
approaches for BA-m1 networks, the betweenness is the winner for all k-values. Ta-
ble B.11 shows the results between degree centrality and betweenness, the degree cen-
trality is the winner for k = 10% and the betweenness is the winner for k = 1%,20%,30%.
Both of the approaches tie for k > 40 since their objective values are equal to zero in all
cases. Table B.12 shows the results of comparisons between winners of previous table
and PageRank. Based on the results, betweenness is the winner for k = 1% and PageR-
ank is the winner for k = 10%,20%,30%. The approaches tie for k > 30%. Table B.13
shows the results of comparisons between DFSH-post and the winner centrality mea-
sures from previous tables. The betweenness wins in k = 1%,40%,50%, DFSH-post wins
in k = 10%,20%,40%,50%, and PageRank wins in k = 30%,40%,50%.
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 3 97 ∼ 0
10% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.10: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness against betweenness with the
p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 89 11 0 ∼ 0
10% 0 3 97 ∼ 0
20% 97 3 0 ∼ 0
30% 97 3 0 ∼ 0
40% 0 100 0 1
50% 0 100 0 1
Table B.11: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness against degree centrality
with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 93 7 0 ∼ 0
10% 0 17 83 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 100 0 1
50% 0 100 0 1
Table B.12: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness and degree centrality against
PageRank with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
20% 51 49 0 ∼ 0
30% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
40% 0 100 0 1
50% 0 100 0 1
Table B.13: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH-post against other centrality mea-
sures with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m1 networks
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Table B.14 shows the results of binomial tests between closeness and betweenness
approaches for BA-m2 networks, the betweenness is the winner for all k-values. Ta-
ble B.15 shows the results between degree centrality and betweenness, the degree cen-
trality is the winner for all k-values. Table B.16 shows the results of comparisons between
degree centrality and PageRank. Based on the results, degree centrality ties with PageR-
ank for k = 1% and PageRank is the winner for k > 1%. Table B.17 shows the results of
comparisons between DFSH-post and PageRank. The degree centrality wins in k = 1%,
DFSH-post wins in k = 1%,10%,20%,40%, and PageRank wins in k = 1%,10%,30%,40%,50%.
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 4 96 ∼ 0
10% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.14: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness against betweenness with the
p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 5 95 ∼ 0
10% 0 2 98 ∼ 0
20% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.15: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness against degree centrality
with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 94 6 0.71
10% 0 44 56 ∼ 0
20% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
30% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
40% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.16: Number of wins, ties, and losses of degree centrality against PageRank with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 90 10 0.513
10% 10 89 1 0.56
20% 33 67 0 0.013
30% 0 17 83 ∼ 0
40% 0 85 15 0.3
50% 0 0 100 ∼ 0
Table B.17: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH-post against PageRank with the
p-value of binomial tests in 2000 BA-m2 networks
Table B.18 shows the results of binomial tests between closeness and betweenness
approaches for ER networks, they tie in all cases and betweenness is selected for next
comparisons since it won in some network sizes. Table B.19 shows the results between
degree centrality and betweenness, the approaches tie for all k-values. Table B.20 shows
the results of comparisons between degree centrality and PageRank. Again the approaches
tie for all k-values, however PageRank won in some network sizes and it is selected to be
compared with DFSH-post. Table B.21 shows the results of comparisons between DFSH-
post and the PageRank. The p-values are greater than 0.05 for all k-values. Therefore the
approaches have a tie for all k-values.
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 19 2 0.87
20% 0 19 2 0.87
30% 0 18 3 0.74
40% 0 17 4 0.62
50% 0 13 8 0.22
Table B.18: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness against betweenness with the
p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 20 1 1
20% 0 20 1 1
30% 0 19 2 0.87
40% 0 19 2 0.87
50% 0 19 2 0.87
Table B.19: Number of wins, ties, and losses of betweenness against degree centrality
with the p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 21 0 1
10% 0 20 1 1
20% 0 20 1 1
30% 0 20 1 1
40% 0 17 4 0.62
50% 0 14 7 0.31
Table B.20: Number of wins, ties, and losses of degree centrality against PageRank with
the p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 2 19 0 0.87
10% 0 20 1 1
20% 0 21 0 1
30% 2 19 0 0.87
40% 3 18 0 0.74
50% 7 14 0 0.31
Table B.21: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH-post against PageRank with the
p-value of binomial tests in 420 ER networks
Table B.22 shows the results of binomial tests between closeness and betweenness
approaches for ER networks, closeness wins for k = 1%,10%,20%,30% and betweenness
wins for k = 1%,40%,50%. Table B.23 shows the results between degree centrality and
winners from previous table, the degree centrality wins for k = 1%,30%,40%, the be-
tweenness wins for k = 50%, and cloesness wins for k = 1%,10%,20%. able B.24 shows
the results of comparisons between the winners from previous table and PageRank. The
PageRank only ties with previous winners for k = 1%,40% and loses to them in other k-
values. Table B.25 shows the results of comparisons between DFSH-post and the winners
of previous table. All approaches tie for k = 1%. DFSH-post wins for k = 40%,50%, and
centrality measures win in other k-values.
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k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 78 22 0 ∼ 0
20% 95 5 0 ∼ 0
30% 95 5 0 ∼ 0
40% 0 19 81 ∼ 0
50% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
Table B.22: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness against betweenness with the
p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 78 22 0 ∼ 0
20% 69 31 0 ∼ 0
30% 0 1 99 ∼ 0
40% 0 3 97 ∼ 0
50% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
Table B.23: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness and betweenness against degree
centrality with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 78 22 0 ∼ 0
20% 95 5 0 ∼ 0
30% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
40% 0 77 23 0.097
50% 98 2 0 ∼ 0
Table B.24: Number of wins, ties, and losses of closeness, betweenness, and degree cen-
trality against PageRank with the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
k-value wins ties losses p-value
1% 0 100 0 1
10% 0 33 67 ∼ 0
20% 0 24 76 ∼ 0
30% 0 24 76 ∼ 0
40% 99 1 0 ∼ 0
50% 100 0 0 ∼ 0
Table B.25: Number of wins, ties, and losses of DFSH-post against centrality winners with
the p-value of binomial tests in 2000 WS networks
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Tables B.26 through B.30 show the average objective value of all approaches for some
network sizes of each network model when k = 10%. Tables B.31 through B.35 show the
runtime of all approaches for some network sizes when k = 10%.
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 14,534.4 2660.15 2304.3 2164.9 2052.5
2500 59,850.4 6609.7 5539.9 5267.25 4963.7
5000 167,578.5 12,855.3 11,052.9 10,327.7 9898.7
7500 318,831.5 19,822.3 16,820.1 15,668.7 15,151.2
10,000 390,117 26,486.3 22,726.5 21,076.2 20,699.1
12,500 598,635.9 32,886.3 28,324.6 26,255.6 26,230.9
15,000 727,728 39,531.3 33,880.7 31,588.6 31,567.4
20,000 1,226,972 52,897.1 45,441.5 42,060 42,922.5
24,000 1,529,357 63,124.85 54,470.3 50,484.5 51,920.5
Table B.26: The average objective value resulted by tested approaches for some FF net-
work sizes when k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 8972.3 507.5 481 467.7 429.7
2500 35,737.4 1302.2 1242.1 1225.3 1108.9
5000 128,804.3 2568.8 2422.1 2379.6 2181
7500 273,865.2 3852.2 3660.1 3609.7 3285.7
10,000 442,196.1 5196.3 4815.5 4772.8 4367.3
12,500 670,012 6518.15 6060.6 6004.9 5463.5
15,000 952,523.5 7699.8 7173.6 7100 6481.1
20,000 1,230,032 10,407.3 9641.3 9564.6 8731.6
24,000 2,342,169 12,406.5 11,562.8 11,472.8 10,491.3
Table B.27: The average objective value resulted by tested approaches for some BA-m1
network sizes when k = 10%
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Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 251,383.6 10,108.3 6208.2 4783.8 4996.5
2500 1,873,572 94,825.3 20,460.1 17,568.3 16,136.9
5000 8,012,312 550,725.8 44,078.6 30,879.3 30,985.4
7500 18,523,847 1,646,337 57,445.7 51,393.9 42,928.9
10,000 33,875,394 3,834,258 82,572.1 61,933.1 61,740.7
12,500 52,875,120 6,923,655 90278.2 73,422 71,445.5
15,000 76,876,687 10,464,912 103,972.6 84,152.1 84,367.2
20,000 137,918,358.6 23,084,817 187,129.8 136,747.6 130,837.1
24,000 199,910,299.3 37,216,932 245,117.1 179,745.3 178,688.8
Table B.28: The average objective value resulted by tested approaches for some BA-m2
network sizes when k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 404,505.1 404,550 404,550 404,550 404,550
2500 2,529,450 2,530,125 2,530,125 2,530,125 2,529,900
5000 10,116,003 10,122,750 10,120,728 10,122,750 10,121,400
7500 22,763,033 22,774,839 22,775,176 22,777,875 22,774,838
10,000 40,480,205 40,495,050 40,494,150 40,495,050 40,492,350
12,500 63,232,890 63,273,376 63,264,381 63,275,625 63,270,000
15,000 91,062,247 91,116,225 91,112,851 91,118,250 91,109,475
20,000 161,887,531 161,990,100 161,965,809 161,991,000 161,976,601
24,000 233,112,651 233,268,120 233,220,615 233,269,200 233,248,681
Table B.29: The average objective value resulted by tested approaches for some WS net-
work sizes when k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 404,550 404,550 404,550 404,550 404,550
2000 1,619,100 1,619,100 1,619,100 1,619,100 1,619,100
3000 3,643,650 3,643,515 3,643,650 3,643,515 3,643,650
4000 6,478,200 6,478,200 6,478,200 6,478,200 6,478,200
5000 10,122,750 10,122,750 10,122,750 10,122,750 10,122,750
Table B.30: The average objective value resulted by tested approaches for some ER net-
work sizes when k = 10%
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Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 0.25 0.32 0.007 0.02 0.031
2500 1.79 2.12 0.01 0.05 0.09
5000 3.41 5.26 0.01 0.23 0.51
7500 6.78 7.53 0.03 0.27 0.75
10,000 9.15 13.85 0.04 0.31 0.82
12,500 14.82 22.94 0.04 0.35 0.89
15,000 21.35 33.18 0.06 0.45 0.99
20,000 38.75 64.11 0.06 0.76 1.24
24,000 56.04 164.44 0.11 1.24 1.86
Table B.31: The average runtime of approaches for some FF network sizes when k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 0.06 0.102 0.005 0.016 0.025
2500 0.45 0.63 0.01 0.024 0.046
5000 1.73 3.007 0.016 0.061 0.078
7500 4.07 6.36 0.019 0.073 0.124
10,000 6.89 11.87 0.028 0.104 0.1872
12,500 11.37 20.56 0.043 0.136 0.265
15,000 19.58 30.74 0.059 0.18 0.436
20,000 28.305 62.133 0.088 0.231 0.577
24,000 46.75 100.74 0.13 0.285 0.697
Table B.32: The average runtime of approaches for some BA-m1 network sizes when
k = 10%
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Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 0.083 0.142 0.004 0.0168 0.022
2500 0.58 1.08 0.008 0.025 0.076
5000 2.71 4.3 0.015 0.064 0.265
7500 6.64 9.23 0.022 0.0737 0.545
10,000 10.05 16.7 0.049 0.105 0.983
12,500 14.49 28.23 0.051 0.136 1.611
15,000 29.71 41.55 0.054 0.19 2.361
20,000 37.77 82.33 0.1 0.24 4.24
24,000 56.5 125.48 0.113 0.291 5.637
Table B.33: The average runtime of approaches for some BA-m2 network sizes when
k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 0.137 0.202 0.001 0.028 0.044
2500 0.767 1.21 0.033 0.057 0.113
5000 3.15 6.08 0.059 0.089 0.361
7500 9.02 11.6 0.097 0.17 0.808
10,000 12.26 21.13 0.13 0.295 1.461
12,500 20.29 35.69 0.16 0.33 2.199
15,000 28.47 55.27 0.23 0.59 3.232
20,000 57.83 111.8 0.6 1.24 5.868
24,000 94.86 171.28 0.98 2.04 9.038
Table B.34: The average runtime of approaches for some WS network sizes when k = 10%
Vertices Close Between Degree Page DFSH-post
1000 0.216 0.461 0.008 0.08 0.082
2000 0.84 1.465 0.015 0.17 0.251
3000 1.58 3.299 0.023 0.3 0.451
4000 7.68 8.29 0.051 0.49 1.032
5000 33.87 11.75 0.083 0.76 1.583
Table B.35: The average runtime of approaches for some ER network sizes when k = 10%
Appendix C
Extra tables for real-world networks
Tables C.1 through C.14 show the objective values resulted by DFSH-post and pro-
posed centrality measures for each tested real-world network. The lowest objective value
for each k-value is bolded in all tables representing the objective values resulted by
tested approaches on real-world networks. Moreover, the centrality measures with time
complexity more than 4 hours are starred in the following tables since their resulting ob-
jective values were not calculated. Table C.15 represents the average runtime of each
approach for tested real-world networks.
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 25,651 25,651 23,018 25,651 25,651
10% 7771 12,571 8553 12,729 8202
20% 2425 1650 2104 1048 784
30% 1109 277 233 214 200
40% 54 138 54 63 72
50% 472 97 22 43 20
Table C.1: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the USAir97 network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 104,415 76,332 57,604 118,382 101,695
10% 1551 7301 2380 2810 1602
20% 415 3463 605 767 457
30% 202 3067 245 321 229
40% 97 2204 164 188 139
50% 69 1491 110 91 79
Table C.2: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Human-disease network
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k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 372,077 345,580 264,313 397,387 346,798
10% 8603 156,616 17,259 267,929 12,152
20% 3395 29,277 4571 47,236 3715
30% 2363 16,907 2563 8679 2327
40% 1533 7154 1905 3173 1496
50% 4747 5561 1486 1402 852
Table C.3: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Gene-disease network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 714,031 1,164,020 875,417 697,455 697,455
10% 3013 335,987 5500 2199 2855
20% 247 157,614 1132 382 328
30% 85 63,687 318 132 88
40% 11 9122 50 24 4
50% 0 5901 0 0 0
Table C.4: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Bipartite-disease network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 288,636,371 288,684,427 287,484,254 288,684,426 287,964,024
10% 232,643,278 234,826,996 219,440,950 232,859,030 228,840,988
20% 174,704,882 179,106,274 151,981,162 176,391,235 169,620,727
30% 117,175,433 129,178,886 100,203,918 123,551,535 114,632,871
40% 45,819,811 88,531,739 57,315,865 76,577,025 62,145,722
50% 20,723,034 54,962,777 21,021,169 39,681,976 13,798,820
Table C.5: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Hep-citation network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 256,857,903 347,632,648 206,069,905 237,191,707 210,764,154
10% 38,502,278 66,199,754 39,916,753 12,194,554 16,732,757
20% 20,369,891 15,806,464 64,831 23,811 15,556
30% 5776 8,388,754 10,445 9263 5953
40% 2007 1,950,125 4673 4686 2620
50% 142 300,013 4202 2316 962
Table C.6: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Email network
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k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 1,616,046,583 1,735,459,194 1,539,264,942 1,605,262,847 1,569,876,622
10% 775,254,833 803,464,151 580,195,651 665,268,053 628,724,144
20% 424,672,334 291,697,307 142,731,054 141,083,564 115,109,115
30% 59,621,496 68,292,199 159,248 45,462 11,393
40% 15,514 11,629,705 866 3613 1259
50% 31 1,213,488 51 900 60
Table C.7: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Marker network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 4,306,899,559 6,685,356,322 5,166,835,906 4,113,548,173 3,556,134,525
10% 44,648,398 3,689,516,359 5,478,896 525,057 11,336,152
20% 1,468,811 524,445,407 196,927 91,862 70,756
30% 21,271 81,942,949 64,010 43,529 27,916
40% 10,323 13,246,588 34,547 21,122 12,055
50% 699 2,138,414 10,387 11,795 3275
Table C.8: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Internet network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 283,868,160,293 * * 253,686,945,273 230,329,625,785
10% 25,745,386,142 * * 3,019,233 1,295,641
20% 200,688 * * 273,677 123,630
30% 114,004 * * 77,534 23,328
40% 67,621 * * 30,261 1734
50% 0 * * 0 191
Table C.9: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Youtube network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 575,151,203,833 * * 571,890,030,386 556,704,021,424
10% 344,989,315,347 * * 230,105,957,947 292,894,795,037
20% 164,919,474,670 * * 5,849,179,203 9,398,995,959
30% 1,053,346,609 * * 15,058,025 517,438,486
40% 1,844,663 * * 11,063,077 8,982,761
50% 477,985 * * 8,196,982 1,448,127
Table C.10: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Pennsylvania-road network
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k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 862,213,811,375 * * 858,378,888,866 853,725,302,901
10% 493,706,782,203 * * 112,916,600,319 408,318,794,530
20% 231,972,271,948 * * 1,838,794,178 11,803,235,140
30% 101,478,310 * * 51,523,517 357,097,492
40% 3,287,369 * * 36,119,420 19,741,490
50% 495,692 * * 26,099,008 2,503,038
Table C.11: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Texas-road network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 1,866,249,228,277 * * 1,846,912,628,856 1,790,402,565,748
10% 799,756,015,785 * * 726,479,849,759 906,628,514,505
20% 137,533,268,725 * * 11,716,704,553 61,164,574,748
30% 1,984,295,146 * * 49,193,827 917,070,521
40% 4,518,111 * * 38,674,640 18,129,542
50% 997,841 * * 22,929,879 2,858,888
Table C.12: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the California-road network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 1,172,220,746,606 * * 1,115,012,962,937 1,003,797,127,054
10% 132,576,427,963 * * 129,907,089,624 31,382,904,785
20% 13,703,056,599 * * 48,767,651 38,801,672
30% 566,457 * * 2,522,271 2,130,481
40% 234,381 * * 754,389 273,257
50% 46,539 * * 337,659 97,333
Table C.13: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Skitter network
k-value DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
1% 7,557,955,150,804 * * 7,552,454,742,641 7,443,750,704,418
10% 5,031,050,710,705 * * 5,014,236,886,729 4,688,857,693,021
20% 2,545,370,022,349 * * 2,606,582,691,075 2,174,729,931,569
30% 1,038,044,417,245 * * 550,914,138,833 183,943,902,653
40% 266,142,346,439 * * 5,049,598 586,570,364
50% 89,782 * * 817,307 322,298
Table C.14: The objective values resulted by proposed methodology and centrality mea-
sures for the Live-journal network
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Network DFSH-post Closeness Betweenness Degree PageRank
USAir97 0 0 0.015 0 0
Human Disease 0.001 0.015 0.031 0 0.001
Gene Disease 0.01 0.062 0.078 0.001 0.015
Bipartite Disease 0.003 0.109 0.171 0 0.015
Hep-citation 2.184 105.86 225.108 0.025 0.372
Email 1.411 152.533 278.435 0.015 0.408
Marker 31.668 1550.187 3653.791 0.046 0.967
Internet 6.318 1873.666 4143.463 0.031 0.823
Youtube 808.2 * * 0.702 19.28
PA Road 90.14 * * 0.68 12.63
TX Road 170.08 * * 0.74 15.444
CA Road 309.16 * * 0.93 22.62
Skitter 4559.591 * * 1.34 27.580
Live Journal 138,810.677 * * 2.591 74.49
Table C.15: The runtime of each approach in seconds for the 14 tested real-world net-
works
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure C.1: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the 4
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 10%
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure C.2: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the 4
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 20%
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure C.3: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the 4
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 30%
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure C.4: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the 4
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 40%
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(a) USAir97 network (b) Human Disease network
(c) Gene Disease network (d) Bipartite Disease network
Figure C.5: The distribution of objective values across all weights are plotted for the 4
small real-world networks USAir97, Human Disease, Gene Disease, and Bipartite Dis-
ease networks when k = 50%
